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1

Introduction

My interest in the topic of linguistic contact within English-speaking international
communities of speakers with mixed background varieties arises from a personal
connection with the subject. I spent my formative years as an emigrant in a natively
English speaking country, and later back home in Finland I studied in an English
speaking international high school, where most of the students were either returned
expatriates like myself or immigrants from other (usually English speaking)
countries. Not only did I feel that after my years outside of the country, I fit
culturally into this community better than to a purely Finnish school, but this also
meant that I got to experience a community with a very special linguistic setup. A
mix of many different varieties of English were spoken amongst the students, but
unlike in a lingua franca setting nearly all speakers were native or near-native
speakers of English. In addition many were native speakers of other languages as
well.
As one may expect from a multi-lingual community, many features of bilingualism,
such as code-switching or lexical borrowing were common amongst the speech of
my peers, but one other way I had also noticed speakers in my high school using the
special linguistic features available was in “borrowing” the pronunciation patterns of
the other varieties of English used around them. This borrowing was not restricted to
only the varieties the interlocutor had grown up knowing, but extended to include a
wide array of different accent features, borrowing from the varieties their friends,
teachers or classmates used. I had also noticed more recently that among the group of
people I was still in contact with from those years, we were still making use of the
same resource of “borrowing accents”, and not solely with people who had been a
part of that same community. The pervasiveness of the phenomenon piqued my
curiosity – was this a type of language use that was happening on a large scale?
The phenomenon of playing around with different varieties clearly was not just a
meaningless thing that happened to occur with a random set of people in an isolated
environment, but was being harnessed for meaning-making and creative language
use amongst those that participated in the community: borrowing the accent features
of a friend or teacher were appropriated for joking, story-telling and many other uses.
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This language use rests on the assumption, well documented in linguistics, that
accents are not only something we happen to have, but are meaningful signals, that
we interpret to make sense of the world. Penelope Eckert (2016) calls language
variation a resource for the construction of social meaning, and Coupland (2009)
defines social styles as indexes of social meaning that are realized through elements
such as accent or dialect features. Indeed in a multi-lingual, multi-variety community
the range of possibilities for creating identity is wide. This study aims to shed some
light on the relation between a speaker’s own linguistic background and the different
varieties of English present in their local community. I will show how contact
between varieties can affect our perceptions. Generally linguistics has leaned on a
dichotomy of comparing standard to nonstandard varieties or ethnic/nonnative
varieties to standard ones, in this study a wide range of varieties will be considered.
I will be focusing on switching between accents and how this switching helps us not
only create identities for ourselves, but also negotiate between different ideologies
and stances associated with these different identities. Ben Rampton (1995) identifies
this type of language use as “crossing”, and in his in-depth study on a multi-ethnic
community in the South Midlands of England, he focuses on how this linguistic
feature is harnessed for communicative use by speakers aligning themselves with
different ideals, meanings or social circles. Rampton (1995) shows how through
these processes youth negotiate their social identity in a form of everyday cultural
politics. The purpose of this study is to understand how local mixing affects
evaluations of language, and to outline the prominence of mixing features like
crossing. The study takes a closer look at not only crossing, but also the broader
concept of switching; looking to identify some connections they have with previous
research on similar areas of linguistic study. In my study I first presented a concrete
example of how variety switching has been used “out in the world”. This was then
evaluated by participants to see what attitudes and opinions people held towards
variety switching. Secondly these same participants answered some more in depth
questions about their personal language use, which allowed me to gain more insights
into the usage of crossing and what types of attitudes its use evokes, both when used
by someone else and when used by the participants themselves.
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To answer the question about how crossing was exhibiting itself I decided to head to
an international high school where I knew there would be a community that would be
likely to have a similar multi-ethnic background as the school that Rampton took a
closer look at in his study. This school is located in southern Finland and has both
purely Finnish language teaching and a separate international class, for whom the
language of teaching is English. The two classes that I used as the participants for my
study, along with a control group, consisted of both native speakers of English and
nonnative, but proficient speakers of English. There were many different types of
English varieties present in the school environment as the students themselves spoke
more than seven different varieties, and their teaching staff also came from various
parts of the world. Almost all of the students could be considered a degree of
“bilingual” between English and some other language, but many of the students were
also native speakers of more than one language, and not necessarily of English and
another language, but for example Finnish and Swedish. Likewise in my control
group there were also native speakers of English and non-native speakers of English.
This study holds two parallel interests, the first of which is interested in how
switching features in the lives of the participants of the study, and the second which
focuses on switching in performance art (specifically on different types of switching
used within comedy). In their study on dialect switching, Giles and Powesland
(1975: 173) reported entertainment and amusement as two types of uses for accent
“mimicry”, and one specific way in which I had noticed this type of switching being
used was for comic entertainment. Rampton (1995) also identifies comedy and
jocular verbal behaviour as a common use of crossing. The topic I am looking into is
vast and difficult to study for a variety of reasons that I will further discuss in section
2, thus it made sense to base the study on a case study of a genre where previous
research has already clearly shown that this resource was being applied. For this
reason I decided to take a closer look at how switching between varieties was
happening in professional stand-up comedy and ask the participants recruited for the
study to give an assessment of the comedy “characters” that the comedians present.
To do this I compiled a video of different comedy sketches where switching was
used as a part of the performance for evaluation on a list of attributes.
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The varieties that are included in the performances used as material in this study
include British English (Br Eng), North American English (NAm Eng), American
English (UsEng), Southern American English (Southern Us Eng), South African
English (SAE) in both mild and broad varieties, Indian English (Ind Eng), African
American Vernacular English (AAVE), Scottish English (Scot Eng) and Canadian
English (Can Eng). The material that the participants in this study are evaluating is a
short sketch from eight comedy sketches. A brief outline is included in Table 1 in
section 3.1. Because the switches looked at in this study do not purely pertain only to
crossing, to avoid confusion I will also be using the term “variety switching” as an
umbrella term for all switches between different varieties, including crossing, ethnic
mixing and diglossia between mild and broad societal varieties, these definitions are
visited in more detail later in section 2.1.
This thesis is structured around the following three interlinked topics that also frame
the research questions and methods of the study. The research questions aim to
answer firstly more general questions about the topic of variety switching, and
secondly more specifically about crossing as they present themselves in this study.
From here the focus shifts to a more detailed look into the connection between
linguistic background and attitudes to different varieties, and finally considers the
context specific implications of variety-switching and attitudes towards it within
comedy. The research questions I will set out to take a closer look at are:
1. Do the perceptions of switching and crossing by comedians in this study
correlate with previous findings of how these same accents are perceived in
other accent evaluation studies, or does the comedy situation and type of
variety switching affect our understanding or perception of the accents?
2. How does the linguistic background (native tongue(s) and English variety)
and gender of the participants affect their perceptions of the different varieties
of English used in the standup comedy acts presented in the response test,
taking into consideration the possible effects of the semantic content of the
script based on the evaluations participants of different backgrounds give?
3. Are “variety switching” and “crossing” prevalent in the language of the
participants, and if so in what contexts are they potentially used based on the
comments given in the final questions of the response test? How is using
these features perceived?
Section 2 of this study takes a look at previous research on accent evaluation,
switching, and identity management that are relevant for the theoretical framework
of this research. The section also defines some of the theoretical premises that are
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used throughout the rest of the study. Section 2.1. aims to uncover some of the
common features of switching, whether bilingual or bi-variety, which are of use
when discussing the results of the study. The long history of accent evaluation is
briefly visited in 2.2. to find common ground and inconsistencies with the
evaluations that were documented in this study. The work of variationist
sociolinguists in connection with identity work performed through language use is
visited in section 2.3., while the special linguistic environment of the participants of
the study is discussed in detail in section 2.4. As the experiment carried out in this
study is focused primarily on the genre of comedy, the relevance of the genre is the
topic of section 2.5.
Previous research has shown that the study of language attitudes is a complicated
process, and multiple different types of approaches have been used to investigate the
topic. The methods of this study are therefore multiplex, centered on an audience
response test and a participant survey. These methods and the used audiovisual
material are introduced in more detail in section 3. Section 3.1. presents the material
used as the basis of the evaluation. The procedure used during the response test is
explained further in section 3.2., while the open ended answers participants gave on
their personal views on switching is discussed in more detail in section 3.4. Section
3.3. meanwhile focuses on the semantic analysis used to outline the biases the
comedy text may have introduced into the evaluations.
The results of the study are broken down into three subsections in section four: the
semantic content analyzed in 4.1. shows how we could expect participants to react to
the viewed performances, while the following section 4.2. shows how participants
did in fact react broken down into different components of their background. The
range of identity formation processes I take a closer look at throughout this study are
not uniform, and the understanding of what switching can and should be used for is
interpreted differently between individuals with different backgrounds. The results of
the final open-ended questions analyzed in 4.3. allow us to gain more detailed insight
into the though-processes the participants went through in their evaluations, and
gives us an outline of what the uses and restrictions of using switching were
understood to be.
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In section 5 I tie together the results of the study to show that switching was indeed
widely used among the participants and to discuss the variation between different
genders and linguistic groups. The differences in acceptability of the different types
of switching, and the reasons for diglossia receiving lower evaluations than crossing
or switching between ethnic varieties are also discussed in detail. I also focus on how
the comedy situation changed the constraints of switching and allows for the
discussion of topics, such as corruption, racism or nationalism, which would
otherwise be inappropriate or even taboo, especially when presented through
switching behavior. The results of the study also show how the employment of
varieties was used in the comedy situation to call to the front certain mental images
related to the varieties that were deemed relevant to the situation by the comedians,
and that to a degree the evaluations of the participants reflected this influence.
In conclusion I find in section 6 that there are clear motivations to continue
Rampton’s line of sociolinguistic study into crossing (Rampton 1995) as multivariety contact communities give us an opportunity to see how the competing norms
that collide in this setting influence the attitudes and identity of those who are
exposed to many varieties. It should not be assumed that a certain variety has a
uniform meaning in all settings, but that the meanings attached will vary locally.
Further research into crossing behavior would help show the variation between
different communities and groups. In this study I hope to contribute to the
understanding of switching and to the goal of third-wave sociolinguistic/variationist
theories in explaining how we use language as a tool for expressing our identities.
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2

Background

An early concern of sociolinguistics was in connecting accents to stereotypes, e.g.
Wells (1982, 29) testifies that accent features contribute to stereotypes from which
we then derive other presuppositions about the people we encounter. In more recent
sociolinguistic literature, Coupland (2009) argues that sociolinguistic variation
should be looked at, not in terms of how it gives us a fixed group membership, but in
how people can use variation to align themselves with different groups for various
reasons changing with their goals and purposes at different times. We can expect the
reasons for switching to also reflect those changing goals and purposes.
Another focus in sociolinguistics has been on how different varieties of English have
different levels of prestige both locally and globally. Some varieties have become
“standardized”, which Mæhlum defines as an often codified variety that holds a
position as the norm of ideal language for a wider speech community (Mæhlum
2010: 23). The existence of a standard may form basilects (lowest prestige or
broadest) and acrolects (highest prestige) of the same variety in some societies, and
speakers may be diglossic between them (see eg Wells 1982, Romaine 1995: 15).
Style-shifting has looked into the way that people use basilects and acrolects (see for
example Wells 1982 on British varieties), but also into how people use different
styles of speech in different communities. (see eg Eckert 2000 or Coupland 2009)
There are many studies of the negative connotations attached to certain varieties or
centered around preferences for indigenous accents, but less research has focused on
how local mixing affects attitudes. Ben Rampton’s work is an exception and as the
work here focuses also on a multiethnic community, I wanted to keep in sight not
only that there are prejudices and evaluations at work, but in accordance with
Rampton’s conclusions that the local mixing is likely to have an effect on the
understanding of the meanings attached to it (Rampton 1995). Rampton (1995)
discusses for example how having close friends of a certain linguistic background
could extend the acceptability of borrowing that variety.
In colloquial terms it could be said that the comedians, whose acts are looked into in
this study are “putting on an accent”. In linguistic terms accent pertains purely to a
pattern of pronunciation, while different varieties may involve differences in syntax,
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morphology, lexicon or pronunciation or even all of them. Thus to say that speakers
are merely mimicking an accent would miss much of the detail that this type of
variation actually entails, and here I prefer the use of the term “variety”.
Third wave variationist studies, such as the ones by Eckert (2000, 2016) associate
using a deviating linguistic feature to expressing identity. There are multiple
examples of stylistic choices used for social variation in Eckert’s (2016) “Third
Wave Variationsim”: High school “Townies” and “Populars” from Emma Moore
(Eckert 2016: 7), Beijing Yuppies from Qing Zhang (8-9) or Robert Podesva’s gay
men in and out of professional life (6). Fischer in 1958 (as found in Giles &
Powesland 1975: 134) wanted to formulate a “comparative ideology” around the
different changes in speech according to different variables such as setting, situation
and the conversants included. The main objective of this study is to add to the
research done around the variables of how the mixed-variety setting, the comedy
situation and the linguistic background of the conversants affect evaluations. The
study also considers how the results of previous research on different varieties of
English, and on the genre of standup comedy compare to the outcomes of the
evaluations given by participants here.

2.1 Variety switching and Crossing
Sociolinguistics has long been interested in switching between languages and
switching between varieties. The traditional areas of research include code-switching
between two languages or varieties in different parts of the community, for example
preferring a standard variety in academic discussions and a nonstandard variety in
casual conversation, or code-switching between languages in different domains for
bilingual speakers. (See eg Garrett 2010, Giles & Powesland 1975, Romaine 1995,
Wells 1982). All of the afore mentioned areas of traditional research all have clear
connections to Rampton’s (1995) crossing: studies on bilingualism have found that
bilingual switching is a marker of multilingual identity and studies on accent
evaluation have looked at how we associate certain traits and aspects with specific
values and attributes. Rampton (1995) also makes the point that crossing is only
accessible to those with exposure to multiple varieties and that crossing may be
employed to align with certain traits or values.
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Giles and Powesland (1975: 171-173) mention in their discussion of accent
repertoires that though usually people’s accents vary on a continuum of mildnessbroadness – which has been well documented in research on dialectology – another
component of this repertoire includes accents that a person can ‘mimic’. Their
discussion limits itself only to mention that this type of accent changing is usually
used only for “entertainment”, “amusement” or “to accommodate”, without further
discussing what these inferences are based upon, contemplating what types of
situations we could find this type of behavior in, or what further purposes this feature
could potentially serve. Ben Rampton’s study in the 1980s on multiethnic youth in
England focused on filling this gap in research (Rampton 1995).
The different types of switching and shifting documented by linguistic research can
be a confusing web of terminology. There is considerable overlap between
terminologies as Coupland (2001) equates crossing as dialectal styling, while
Romaine includes styling within switching (1995). Rampton’s (1995) definition of
crossing is using a linguistic feature or variety that can be identified with a social
group that the speaker does not belong to explicitly, and this definition is also used in
this study. This means that in this study crossing will be applied exclusively to
switching behavior that pertains to its use by a speaker who does not have an obvious
tie to variety they are borrowing. Due to this distinction crossing is also a more
useful term in this study than styling, as styling would refer to any language behavior
that is used in creating a distinct voice. Our focus on a multi-variety community is
more fruitful when we can distinguish crossing from switching between varieties that
could also be expected in other linguistic communities.
Bilingual switching also occurred among the participants of the study and its use was
referenced in connection to variety switching, but it will not be the focus here as
there is already a wide literature dedicated to its study (see eg Romaine 1995).
Bilingualism however can also be considered a parallel to bidialectalism or fluency
in multiple varieties. Code-switching has been defined in past literature as the
alternating use of different languages, for example within the same sentence
(Romaine 1995: 111). Style-shifting may include switching between styles or
between dialects. Style-shifting has been thought of as a subcategory of switching by
Romaine (1995). Following Romaine, this study considers switching as an umbrella
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term for all types of switching behaviors including crossing. However, due to the
linguistic make-up of the community that the participants of the study come from,
the varieties accessible to the interlocutors here contain a wide range of varieties of
English to choose from instead of variety between languages or two local dialects
(called diglossia). Variety switching can also be thought of as a type of switching and
it is undoubtedly used for styling purposes, but all of its uses are not for styling,
which Coupland (2001) connects intimately with inauthenticity and performance (I
return to this later in section 2.3.). Variety switching within this study looks into
three subtypes: the aforementioned crossing, diglossia between a broad and mild
version of the same variety, and ethnic switching. The third subcategory refers to a
switch that is motivated by provenance in an ethnic community: eg an ethnically
African-American speaker using both standard American and African-American
Vernacular English.
Some of the conclusions of past research on bilingualism are also relevant for this
study. Romaine (1995: 63) makes the point that bilingual switching is innovative and
Poplack, Sankoff and Miller (1988 cited in Romaine 1995: 65) posit that contact with
a community where switching in the norm will increase the likeliness for using it.
Rampton (1995) shows many instances of how crossing is innovative. He also shows
that the social circles the youth in the study moved with greatly influenced their
tendencies for crossing (positively or negatively). Bilingual switching has been
characterized as often being connected to the domain that the speaker is in, or to the
topic the speaker is discussing (Romaine 1995). Some other uses that past research
has found are joking, changing identity, idioms and phrases, story-telling,
commenting on something or changing footing in re-narration (Romaine 1995).
Rampton’s (1995) study also finds some parallels in crossing, and we would expect
to see correlations to the views that my participants provide for the open questions.
Rampton (1995) calls crossing a type of “anti-racism”, which is intimately connected
to his assessment of crossing having a use in breaking conventions, especially within
joking.
Despite its variant uses attitudes to code-switching are often negative (Romaine
1995). We could consider whether this implies that all switching has negative
connotations. A study by Baratta (2016) supports this conclusion as attitudes to
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accent modification in Britain were also found to be negative and over a third of
participants considered the practice as “selling out”. Rampton (1995) also found that
there were negative associations such as stereotyping or “derisive parody” with
crossing. However the picture is not quite as simple as Rampton (1995) also
discusses safe crossing (which was mostly positively viewed) and dangerous
crossing (which broached the line of unacceptable), and even dangerous crossing was
evaluated positively under certain restrains and conditions.
In the study I asked my participants to report their native tongues, see section 3.2.1.
for the full details. Romaine (1995) has shown that the degree to which an individual
will self-report speaking a language is affected by factors like national pride, the
status of the languages concerned, motivation and the values attached to a certain
language: the more positive an individual’s outlook on their language, the more
likely they are to report speaking that language. In this context letting speakers
decide whether or not to report speaking a language is supported by these points, as
having national pride or a positive outlook on a language is likely to affect their
evaluations, while not having a strong connection is likely to have a much more
subtle effect on evaluation. In addition being able to report more than one language is
likely to reduce the amount of tension that would be felt if speakers were choosing
just one language to report.

2.2 Attitudes towards accents
English also has a unique place as the shared language of global business and much
of popular culture (Schneider 2011 or Grey & Piller, 2020), spreading wider as
modernity becomes more mobile and transnational migration increases (see eg.
Coulmas 2005, Jacquemet 2010). The increase in mobility and migration has led to a
mixture of different English varieties meeting and sharing local communities
worldwide, like the multi-variety linguistic community of the international high
school class, used in this study, and is increasingly becoming, a globe-wide trend.
Nevertheless, the status and prestige level of different accents is not the same for all
varieties and is not static from one community to another, and it would be naïve to
believe that crossing and switching between varieties is only a positive and creative
language feature that does not touch upon ethnic and nationalistic power struggles.
For example Grey and Piller (2020: 58) connect globalization with intersectionality
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and discuss how linguistic phenomena may be proxies for social tensions or
inequalities.
Giles and Watson (2013) are among some of the scholars to point out that standard
speakers of a language usually have more social status and power than speakers of a
nonstandard. Moreover different varieties of English have varying levels of
international prestige (Mæhlum 2010; Schneider 2011, Trudgill & Hannah 2002,
Bayard, Weatherall, Gallois & Pittam 2001). To paint a picture of the power
dynamics in this study it is important to take a closer look at the relationships
between different varieties and how they have been evaluated in other studies. In
addition, Coupland (2009) points out that it is rarely the case that a variety will only
have one social meaning, but more commonly will be attached to a mixture of traits
and attributes. The meanings associated with a variety can also be locally
renegotiated and have different meanings based on who the speaker is (Rampton
1995: 30).
Researchers in the past have applied different approaches to studying language
attitudes through direct and non-direct methods. Direct approaches include
techniques such as interviewing, attaching labels to certain varieties or other methods
where participants are aware of assessing languages or varieties for their properties
or representations. Non-direct approaches include methods such as accent evaluation
presented as an assessment of different people, hiding the actual target of evaluation.
The biggest incentive for using an indirect method is that uncovering people’s real
attitudes in linguistic studies is not a straightforward task (eg Giles & Powesland
1975) and where the focus of study is known, a social desirability bias may induce a
tendency to answer based on what the participants believe would be the appropriate
response instead of based on their own opinions (Garrett, 2010: 44-45). Tapping into
unconscious attitudes is also supported by using a rating system, which facilitates
unconscious processing. The use of a numbers scale engages fast responding better
than a binary agree/disagree division (see eg Giles & Powesland 1975 or Garrett
2010). However, the implementation of a direct method is supported by the amount
of information that can be at best gathered about our conscious assessments. For this
reason both of these methods are implemented in this study.
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A range of different attributes are usually assessed by participants in accent
evaluation studies. In this study the traits assessed are intelligent, articulate,
respected, likeable, relatable and kind. Other traits used in past studies include items
like intelligence, personal integrity, competence, friendliness etc. It is common to
divide these traits into different dimensions, where a cluster of traits signals similar
kinds of features. One common division, also used in this study, is into two major
categories of status or power traits against personal attractiveness or solidarity traits,
but there have also been other divisions. Zaha and Hopper in 1985 collected labels
that had been used in studies to find that the traits clustered around superiority,
attractiveness and dynamism (cited in Garrett 2010: 55). Another study by Bayard et
al. (2001) divided attributes into four categories Power, Solidarity, Competence and
Status (see eg Dragojevic, Mastro, Giles & Sink 2016 or Giles 1970 for more on
accent evaluation).
One basis for accents being evaluated differently lies in the concept of a linguistic
marketplace (Mæhlum 2010: 18-21), which is the idea that different accents have a
different “value”. A specific accent can reach a “condition of hegemony” giving it a
higher status in that specific market and with it social authority, legitimacy and
prestige. This inevitably means that other varieties are lower in the hierarchy. These
conditions give us varieties that are “prestige” varieties globally and “standard”
varieties, which are usually the prestigious variety on a national level. The
distribution of this capital and the associations of having a certain accent reflect the
overall distribution of capital in all forms. Mæhlum (2010: 20-21) argues that this
implies the languages and the sociopolitical structures of society are intimately
connected, which is also supported by Eckert’s (2000: 25) observation that the
middle class is often connected to the global linguistic market and engagement in
popular culture, while vernaculars usually have a local value. Stigma is brought upon
a speaker when they use certain markers that betray a variety that is not considered
prestigious. Under- or overvaluing the speaker is thus based on hearing these
markers, which may lead speakers to manage their use of these linguistic markers,
effectively leading to them changing their accent (Riches & Foddy 1989: 197-199).
The varieties that are used in this work have also been connected with varying levels
of prestige.
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The varieties that are used in this work include British English (Br Eng), North
American English (NAme Eng), American English (US Eng), Southern American
English (Southern Us Eng), Canadian English (Can Eng), South African English
(SAE) in both mild and broad varieties, Indian English (Ind Eng), African American
Vernacular English (AAVE) and Scottish English (Scot Eng). Some of the past
findings of research into these particular varieties of English are discussed next to
better understand whether the evaluations that participants of my study give
correspond, or whether there has been a shift in their view, perhaps based on the use
of switching or on the comedy genre.
British English (or Br Eng) is often evaluated highly on status traits, and it is globally
one of the most prestigious varieties. Received Pronunciation (RP) is often
associated with intelligence, ambition, confidence, hard-work, leadership, prestige
and wealth, but also with fakeness and pretentiousness (eg Wells (1982), Giles &
Powesland 1975, Giles 1970). The qualities found in these studies are also supported
even in studies done elsewhere, for example in the United States. Even though the
local North American variety is the most preferred variety locally, Br Eng is
associated with prestige and refinement (Nelson, Signorella, Botti). In Bayard,
Weatherall, Gallois & Pittam’s (2001) study in New Zealand Br Eng male speech
was connected to income related variables. Ladegaard & Sachdev (2006) also found
that Danish students rated the prestigious Br Eng variety Received Pronunciation
(RP) highest on intelligence, status and fluency, though North American varieties
were found to be higher than local British varieties like Cockney. The support for
British English is also strong in Finland as it is the preferred variety among Finnish
University students, for its aesthetic pleasantness and its association with formal
education (Koskela 2017) and thus we would also expect the variety to be rated
highly in this study, especially on status traits.
North American English includes both the variety spoken in the United States (Us
Eng) and the variety spoken in Canada (Can Eng). Customarily Canadian English is
seen as a branch of North American English, and it has been found to sound
predominantly American to outsiders despite some distinctions, such as “Canadian
raising” and clear lexical distinctions (Schneider 2011: 83). Can Eng is very uniform
throughout the country despite its vast geographical size (Wells 1972: 491), but Us
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Eng varies regionally, especially in the East and South (118). Finnish university
students found the American accent more “natural” than Br Eng and associated it
with being more laidback, relaxed and cool. A similar evaluation was made of the
Canadian accent also being more natural (Koskela 2017). Bayard et al.’s (2001)
study found that New Zealand/Australian/American students rated Americans high in
solidarity traits and power traits. In his assessment the prevalence of American media
has contributed to a cultural hegemony, which has enhanced its status. He supported
the claim with data of the relative proportions of how much different varieties were
used in local TV programs. Bayard (Bayard et al. 2001: 44) has also collected data
from Finland in cooperation with the University of Helsinki and the statistics suggest
that there is a correspondence to the New Zealand TV data in relation to Englishlanguage programs. This would suggest that we could expect to find similar attitudes
within this study that find NAm Eng varieties relaxed and closely associated to
popular culture.
Scottish English has held on to distinctiveness from English English, originally
miantained though independence, and currently through nationalistic consciousness.
Scottish English includes multiple dialects within itself, but in this study we will
consider the variety more broadly and uniformly, as with the other varieties. (Wells
1972: 393). Scottish English is overwhelmingly associated with friendliness in
studies of accent evaluation (Giles & Powesland 1975). This was supported for
example by Ladegaard & Sachdev’s (2006) study on Danish students, who rated Scot
Eng highest of all varieties on friendliness. Scottish however was rated low on
intelligence and status, but interestingly higher on fluency than American. Scots
themselves associate their own variety with humor, generosity, nervousness,
likeability and good-naturedness. Scottish has also been rated relatively high among
regional varieties within the United Kingdom (Gilles).
The Southern American variety is generally divided into multiple dialectal regions,
for example the upper and lower South. The lower dialect region is traditionally
connected to the old plantation life of gentry, while the upper region is connected to
white, lower-class farmers (Schneider 2011: 85). The division has also been made
into Coastal Southern, Gulf Southern, Mid Southern and Plains Southern (Wells
1972: 528). The variety looked into here would correspond to Upper Southern or
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Plains Southern as the performer locates his speech to Texas. Historically the South
lagged behind the North in education and industrialization, and a connotation of
rurality and quaintness has been attached to the variety within the USA (Wells 1972:
528). The Southern variety is often the most negatively rated regional variety in the
United States (Watson & Clark 2015), especially on status related traits. Southerners
themselves however take much pride in speaking their own variety. The Southern
variety also has strong connections to African-American Vernacular English. AAVE
has surface level similarities to Southern varieties in pronunciation, but also
incorporates syntax items from African based creole (Wells 1972: 556). AfricanAmerican is also rated unfavorably, strong AAVE even more so than moderate
versions. The variety is rated less intelligent, but friendlier than standard Us Eng.
However, among black communities “sounding black” is often associated with
trustworthiness and authenticity, while whiteness is connected to oppression,
discrimination and acting superior (Khanna & Johnson 2010), which highlights the
importance of local meanings. Evaluations of an ethnic minority by others change
based on whether they use the standard variety or the vernacular (Rodriguez, Cargile,
Rich 2001). Changes in evaluation based on the degree of non-standardness is
echoed in other studies of how ethnicity mixes with language in the speech of
Mexican-Americans in the United States (see eg Garrett 2010, or Davila, Bohara &
Saenz 1993).
South Africa has in total 11 official languages, but due to the neutrality of English
(and associations with anti-apartheid) compared to regional African languages, its
use is widespread. South African English (SAE) varies widely on sociolinguistic
levels, but there is little regional variation. SAE is similar to British English, but the
broad end of the spectrum differs considerably. White English and Colored English
(referring to those of mixed descent) are sometimes referred to as the “Cape Flats
English” and it represents the mild end of the South African variety. At the other end
is South African Black English, which arose out of the mixing of English and local
languages within the mining industry. Black SAE is used by most of the country’s
political leaders and its use is common in the media, though it also has connections
to the lower class. There is also a large ethnically Indian population in South Africa,
who have also largely shifted to using English (Schneider 2011: 125-126). A study
by Mann (1963 cited in Giles & Powesland 1975: 69) found that South African
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Hindus were evaluated to be friendlier and more popular than whites, who were in
turn rated higher on competence and socioeconomic traits. The White SAE variety is
the prestigious variety in South Africa, though its mixed or black speakers may be
derogatorily be called “coconuts” for trying to “act white” (Wilmot 2014).
Indian English can refer to the variety spoken in India proper, or to the South Asian
region including India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal and those who
come from the region. There is also considerable sociolinguistic variation within the
speakers of the region from distinct RP to more local versions. Even excluding RP
speakers, there are two different linguistic groups of English speakers within India:
Anglo-Indian speakers for whom English is their native tongue, and proficient
English speakers for whom it is a second language. (Wells 1972: 624). In this study
Ind Eng refers to speakers who do not have a distinct RP variety, but show features
of South Asian local varieties. Accent features associated with Indian English tend
to be stigmatized, for example in her study Vandana Nath (2011) reports that call
center workers tend to change their accent to avoid abuse by customers and Ben
Rampton (1995: 50-54) reports that English mixed with South Asian features
(stylized Asian English) tends to be associated with limited proficiency, deference,
politeness, incompetence and incomprehension.

2.3 Identity work
In section 2. 2 I reviewed some of the attitudes that have been associated with certain
varieties in previous research, however these associations that we make are not just
something that recipients of speech interpret, but a feature that speakers can actively
make use of. In fact Fischer (1958) reports that even children are aware of the social
meanings of linguistic features. Variation in language can index different aspects:
differences in meaning, identities, situations etc (Johnstone 2011). One concrete
example of this is how among international communities, it has been shown that
speakers may choose a specific variety of English to promote a specific part of their
identity (e.g. Sung 2016). This identity work may happen between two varieties in
different parts of the speaker’s community or between different domains, such as
academic discussions versus casual conversations. In fact, Penelope Eckert (2000:
214) maintains that we use language variation consciously as a resource for
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constructing social meaning by embracing expressions, intonations or pronunciation
features to enable us to construct a style.
Creating an identity is not limited to the identity of an individual, but also
encompasses creating an identity for a group, a meaning for an “us” (Coupland 2009:
112). Linguistic styles together with material styles such as clothing create social
characteristics that distinguish their bearer as belonging to a category, establishing
what Eckert (2016: 6) calls social “types” or “personae”. We create our social
identity aware of the premise that membership in certain groups is valuable for us
(Charkraborty 2017: 58). Individuals may also use styles and social “types” as
possibilities to shift between different roles or align with different groups (Eckert,
2016: 6). She explores the association between types, roles and linguistic features in
her study on Jocks and Burnouts. Her results showed that high schoolers
distinguished themselves from the opposing group not only by dressing differently,
but also by speaking in ways that reflected their loyalties to these groups and the
values that they hold. (Eckert, 2000). The specific characteristics that are important
for social categories like these are intimately tied to the local social structure, eg. in
ethnically diverse schools ethnicity will affect what the local social structure is, like
the youth in Rampton’s (1995) study. Garrett (2010) also points out that identity is
not restricted to local identities, but may also include global diasporas as
globalization processes have extended cultural groups to locations outside the
“home” region. He details studies where loyalties to Welsh and Basque cultures have
been found to be stronger overseas than in the local communities. Many of the
participants in this study also had ties to cultures other than the Finnish culture that
they were currently a part of, so we could expect crossing to be a pertinent factor for
their multicultural identity management. Crossing also played a crucial role in
making ethnic stratification and division among adolescents visible, but also blurring
and redefining it.
Eckert (2000: 214) lists expressions, lexical items, discourse markers and intonation
contours as being linguistic features that are easily identifiable and thus suitable for
the projection of styles. Rampton (1995) also lists stock formula, terms, swear words
and numbers to be part of the semantic content of crossing, which most often
centered around pronunciation patterns, slang words and certain phrases in the
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adolescent community of his study. These were also features used by the comedians
during their comedy performances, especially pronunciation patterns. This could also
be expected based on Rampton’s (2011) follow up study of 2008-2009, which also
found crossing to feature in multi-variety mixing of adult speakers within comedy
and convivial talk.
Stand-up comedians often create multiple identities in their performances, and in the
material presented in this study a key part of this was established through variety
switching. Many of these comedic performances dealt with matters of culture or
ethnicity, so switching seems a natural and pertinent linguistic feature to rely on in
this identity building. Bucholtz (2002) in her study on fantasy and science-fiction
live-action role-play also found performance to display and create identities. These
performances were also tied to the cultural and linguistic contexts that the genre
draws on, such as British English as a more “historic” English in a medieval context.
The specific techniques of comedic identity building are the subject of section 2.5.
Certain parameters of identity were also asked from the participants in this study,
these will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.1.

2.4 The local linguistic environment
The studied community is special in that the interlocutors are not in a multi-variety
contact community, where English is not exactly a “lingua franca”, but is the
language of use in a multi-lingual context of various degrees of nativeness. Lingua
Franca can be defined as a language used for communicative purposes by individuals
for whom that language is not a first language (Dombi 2011: 184). As almost half of
the participants reported being native in English, this definition fails to capture the
essence of the linguistic environment, though it is true that English was not the first
language for some of the participants. The linguistic environment of the international
class is also special because these speakers exist in a space where hypothetically any
variety of English is legitimate while in a monovariety, native or ESL community
there is usually only one model variety.
A closer look at the linguistic makeup of Finland can also give us an idea of how the
accent and linguistic backgrounds that the participants had in this context relate to a
broader context of societal pressures. According to the official demographic statistics
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of Finland from 2016, the most common languages of mothers were Finnish,
Swedish, Russian, Estonian, Thai, Arabic, Chinese and English. The most common
languages of fathers were Finnish, Swedish, Russian, Estonian, English, Arabic and
Chinese. 85% of all families in the country are fully Finnish speaking, while 7% are
Swedish or Swedish-Finnish combination, and only 6% of families have a parent of
foreign background. The most common countries of birth for parents are: for mothers
Finland, the Soviet Union, Estonia, Sweden, Thailand, Iraq, China, Somalia, Russia
and Yugoslavia (former), and for fathers Finland, the Soviet Union, Sweden, Estonia,
Iraq, Yugoslavia (former), China, Somalia and Russia. (Suomen Virallinen Tilasto
2016a, Suomen Virallinen Tilasto 2016b, Suomen Virallinen Tilasto 2016c). The
participants in my study were native in Finnish, English, Russian, Chinese, Spanish,
Swedish, Estonian, Bengali, Somali, Italian, French, Urdu, Erzya, Arabic, Danish
and Ukrainian. English however is the most widely known foreign language in the
European Union (Dombi 2011: 185-186), and is also the most widely known foreign
language in Finland.
Changes in social structure within modernity have to be considered in the context of
how communities like this one (where most native varieties of English are present
within the same community) have come into existence. Coulmas (2005) defines the
modern society as more mobile, with fewer class markers, more tolerant towards
variation and containing more multidimensional identities. Modernity has also left its
mark on our communicative environments, which according to Marco Jacquemet are
characterized by an increase in the compression of space and time, and the free
movement of people, commodities, texts and knowledge (Jacquemet 2010: 50). He
talks of a late-modern transnational era in which a post-industrial migration “wave”
has created migrants who “inhibit more than one locale” (51) referring to the cultural
dynamic of living in mixed cultural environments. He also emphasizes that due to
modern electronic media and mobile technology migrants are more likely to maintain
strong ties to their home networks, but also “forge and sustain multi-stranded social
relations across geographic, cultural and political borders”. We could expect this
development not only to have increased the amount of multi-variety communities
globally, but also that within these communities we may be more tolerant towards
each other and our multidimensional identities.
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International schools tend to draw a wider group of nationalities than the average
classroom, so there is a bigger possibility for contact and mixing of different
varieties among these speakers than in the average classroom. The age group of
adolescents is particularly useful in this study as it has been documented that the
biggest dialectal influence for speakers of this age is their peers (Bucholtz 2011,
Eckert 2000, Rampton 1995), so the use of a deviant linguistic feature is also more
likely to spread. In addition, many of the electronic and technological innovations
that have precluded international migration have had a big effect on the lives of those
in the younger age cohorts. As socio-technological development and complex
migration patterns have changed social and cultural lives, Blommaert and Varis
(2015: 153-158) posit that authenticity and its construal in identity work also
becomes more polycentric. Rampton (1995) also identifies that the patterns of
solidarity and opposition that are formed are complicated and even contradictory in
how they span a range of category memberships. We can expect this divisiveness and
polycentric loyalty to be features of the identities presented in both the comedy
performances used as the material for the evaluation test and in the identities of the
participants evaluating them.

2.5 Comedy
Comedy and especially the sub-genre of standup comedy looked at within this study
is a very specific genre. Coupland defines genres as “culturally recognized, patterned
ways of speaking” (Coupland 2009: 15). The origins of standup comedy lie far back
already in the antics of medieval jesters (Lawrence 1985: 72). From the times of
jesters a “license” to behave and speak outside of the conventions of normal society
has been passed on to comedians. Jesters were seen as negative archetypes, who were
either physically or mentally deficit and thus incapable of proper conduct. From this
arises a pity for the character and the recognition of the audience that his behavior
will deviate from what society has set as acceptable (Lawrence 1985). The modern
standup comedian holds a similar position. Their admittance to being flawed gives us
all a possibility to laugh at the thoughts and attitudes they express, which though we
may secretly identify with, we would find dangerous to confront without the
mediation of humor (Boskin & Dorinson 1985). Standup comedy has been
characterized as a type of counterculture (see Boskin & Dorinson 1985 or Lee 2004
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or Lawrence 1985) and though much of standup comedy, especially minority ethnic
humor, revolves around stereotypes, comedy strives to attack and subvert the status
quo through self-acceptance, by complimenting the rejected group and by bringing to
light their struggle for positive definition (Boskin & Dorinson 1985).
Comedy is a special type of oral linguistic event. The language tends to be less
standard in humorous speech, and there tends to be more variety in tempo and pitch
(Giles & Powesland 1975: 127). Standup comedy as a type of performance is a less
formal type of speech event and likely to be closer to natural language use even
though as a speech type it is also a very rehearsed speech event. Comedians rarely
strive to use a standard accent, which may stem from the recognition that nonstandard speakers come across as more honest and person-oriented (Giles &
Powesland 1975: 15). The topics of performances are usually based on everyday
experiences or other types of events that the audience is very familiar with. The
dynamic is created to be conversational and interaction with the audience is essential
though performances are created as monologues.
Standup comedy also follows a clear structure, beginning with warming up the
crowd. The aim of this stage is to establish a sense of community among viewers to
ease tension about laughing publicly. The comic then establishes a comedic persona
backing it up with personal details such as their lifestyle, or some of their attitudes or
beliefs. Once the audience has some idea of the identity of the performer they will
start their comedy routine. (Lawrence 1985: 79). Rachel Lee (2004: 117) argues that
standup comedy routinely utilizes a feature called the “non-joke”, where the
punchline is entertaining only because it is in fact not funny. Standup also often
features other types of subversive jokes, which distort, mismanage, tear down and
reorder normal patterns. The standup comedian also has access to many forms of
creative distortion: exaggeration, stylization or incompatibility between contexts
(Lawrence 1985: 79). Stylization is an especially important term here, as Coupland
connects styling with otherness, an inauthenticity, which covers the authenticity
behind it in plain sight (2001: 347). Coupland describes similar uses for styling
(which could also be termed variety switching for the purpose of styling) in radio
talk as what Lawrence (1985), Lee (2004) and Boskin & Dorinson (1985) describe as
the common routines of standup comedy: self-commentary, self-mockery,
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fictionalizing and dramatizing. It is no wonder that variety switching has found its
way into the performances of the comedians used as the material in this study.
Lee (2004) ties standup to values of alienation, rebelling and often ethnicity. If we
compare this to some of Rampton’s (1995) findings on the use of crossing in multiethnic communities, we find similarities. Crossing was used to resist adults, for
afterburn criticism, self-criticism, symbolic proclamation, jokey provocation, verbal
dueling, juggling between play and seriousness, to commentate on actions, for
evaluations and in structured games especially to declare a state of play, command or
commentate. Sankoff (1980: 36) also found that in multilingual societies a different
language choice may be made during joking than in “normal” circumstances.
Rampton’s (1995) description of crossing also aligns with the values of standup
comedy as crossing centers around rituals that are based in the tension between
liminal and liminoid – on the threshold or in the periphery. Comedy is an opportunity
to re-explore structures and values that may be changed, opposed or affirmed
(Lawrence 1985).
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3

Materials and Methods

There are considerable methodological difficulties in uncovering people’s personal
attitudes towards languages and language varieties. To try and minimize the effect
that conscious processing (which could remind participants of standards or opinions
they think they “should” hold) may have on results, this study uses more than one
approach to gather information about switching. This was done by combining both
an indirect and direct method.
The first part of the study utilizes an indirect method, which gathers information on
attitudes to different varieties and switches between them through an audience
response test. The video materials used as the basis of the audience response test are
further elaborated on in section 3.1., while the response test itself is discussed in
detail in 3.2. The material for speaker evaluations is often made using a match-guised
technique, but in this study it was instead gathered from original audiovisual material
from “real-life” comedy sketches. Since the texts used by the comedians are clearly
not “neutral” text in terms of the lexical content that the performers use, the speaker
evaluations of the audience response test participants are paired with a semantic
analysis of the comedy material to better understand the possible impact the semantic
content may have had on the attitudes of the respondents. Section 3.3. details the
process of this semantic analysis.
The second approach that was applied was direct open-ended questions for the
participants. The aim of using the second more direct approach was to gather more
information about the personal views of the respondents as well as to understand
what purposes accent switching serves for the respondents in their own life. The
section of the study that asked participants to write about their personal views will be
discussed further in section 3.4. below.

3.1 The video material
At the core of this study is the audience response test, which was based on a
collection of stand-up comedy routines viewed and listened to through a video. A
collection of comedy material was edited into one cohesive video, which showed a
short video of a comedy act followed by a response window followed by the next
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video. The collected material was chosen so that within the comedy acts the
performing comedians switch between two different varieties of English.
The response test has a viewing time of 32 minutes. The material is divided into 10
different sections, with the first section being a test run of the following 8 sections,
and the last section being an open ended question section discussed later in section
3.4. Each of the first nine sections showed a clip of comedy followed by an
answering time of two minutes. The actual eight response clips (excluding the first
test run) are approximately one and a half minutes long, with the length of the clips
varying between a little under a minute to a little under two minutes. The clips are
also divided into two different sections A and B, with clip A being the comedian’s
original speaking variety and clip B being a different variety. These were identified
for the participants with a number 1 and 2 symbol shown at the upper left corner of
the video at the start of the switch each comedian employed.
The material includes nine different comedy acts, by seven different comedians, but
the first clip was used as a test clip to introduce the format of the response test to the
participants. The material included in this study was from, in order of use, comedian
Russell Kane from the BBC comedy special “Live At the Apollo” (2015) season 11
episode 6, comedian Jerry Rocha on the 2014 comedy special “Stand Up Revolution”
from Gabriel Iglesias, comedian Trevor Noah from his special “Crazy Normal”
(2011), comedian Dave Chappelle from his special “Killin’ Them Softly” (2000),
Michael McIntyre from his special “Michael McIntyre’s Roadshow” episode 1
(2012), comedian Russell Peters from his sketch “How to Become A Canadian
Citizen” (2009) and comedian Gabriel Iglesias from his comedy special “Aloha
Fluffy: Gabriel Iglesias Live from Hawaii” (2013). The varieties used by each
comedian and an outline of the content of each performance are included below in
Table 1. The full transcript of the comedy material is also provided in Appendix 1. In
addition the comedian entry also gives their ethnicity and nationality.
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Comedian

Varieties used

Content of sketch

1: Russell Kane

1A: BrEng

English, ethnically white

1B: NAmEng

A British comedian verbalizing the fight
between instinct and proper conduct,
recounting how he ruined one of his shows
in the USA with a tasteless joke.

2: Jerry Rocha

2A: Southern UsEng
(broad)

American, ethnically white

A Southern comedian describing how his
uncle holds racist prejudices despite being
married to an ethnically Mexican woman.

2B: Southern UsEng
(mild)

3: Trevor Noah

3A: SAE (mild)

South African, ethnically
mixed (black-white)

3B: IndEng (SAf variety)

4: Dave Chappelle

4A: AAVE

American, ethnically AfricanAmerican

4B: UsEng

5: Michael McIntyre

5A: BrEng

English, ethnically white

5B: ScotsEng

6: Russell Peters

6A: CanEng

Canadian, ethnically South
Asian (Anglo-Indian origin)

6B: IndEng

7: Trevor Noah

7A: SAE (mild)

South African, ethnically
mixed (black-white)

7B: SAE (broad)

8: Gabriel Iglesias

8A: NAmEng

American, ethnically Hispanic
(Mexican origin)

8B: IndEng

A South African comedian discussing how
an ethnically South Asian South African
family holds power in South Africa.
An African-American comedian recounting
a run-in with the police that he had with his
white American friend
An English comedian describing how the
Scottish people take pride in things that are
Scottish
A Canadian, ethnically South Asian
comedian having a discussion with his
father, who is an immigrant to the country
A South African comedian talking about
how government officials in his country
have made corrupt policies
A Mexican-American comedian talking
about how Indian-Americans are seen in the
USA

Table 1: Material used in this study

The comedians that were used twice were Russell Kane and Trevor Noah. Russell
Kane was used for the test clip, because the first of his clips was a very exaggerated
and short example of the switch that respondents would be identifying, which helped
clarify what the respondents would be trying to look for. Trevor Noah was used two
times with two different types of switches because the varieties that he uses were
good examples of less familiar and less overtly prestigious accents, which were
harder to find than switches in accents that are more standard and commonly defined
as prestigious. More specific information on the distinguishing features of the
varieties and the types of switches used in the material is included in section 3.1.1.
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The material I use was collected from YouTube due to ease of access. Other possible
options for data collection could have been video playing services such as Netflix,
which offer comedy specials.
In this study the collected material is restricted to only male comedians. Nelson,
Signorella and Botti (2010) note that male and female speakers are usually viewed
differently. Their study points to a strong negative bias especially in competence
related traits for female speakers. My study looks into a wide range of possible
interlocutor effects and it is unfortunately out of the scope of this research to extend
the possible affecting variables to also include speaker gender. Not considering this
variable obviously limits the final results of the study, but as the effects of speaker
gender have already been documented, it was not found to be the most significant
and interesting area of focus within the parameters of this project.
Another constraint of this study could be the fact that speakers in the response test
were aware of seeing different people and their potential aesthetic qualities, as well
as vocal qualities could be seen as a variable that affects the outcome. However,
multiple studies point to accent features being the most important factor to influence
evaluations. Giles and Powesland (1975: 3) discuss multiple studies where noncontent linguistic cues were more influential than visual cues and a study where
phonological features were more influential than vocabulary, which in turn affected
more on evaluation than deviant grammatical features. More recently Rakic, Steffens
and Mummendey (2011) found accents more influential than visual appearance in
ethnic categorization and Levin, Gilles and Garrett (1994 as cited in Garrett 2010:
88-89) found standardness to affect evaluations more than the type of vocabulary
used. There are also challenges to these studies (see Garrett, 2010) and in an attempt
to account for this factor the audiovisual material is also analyzed for semantic
content, as vocabulary has been seen as the second most influential factor. It could
also be argued that in real-life language use, we are hardly ever restricted from
making visual judgements of people thus rendering the experiment situation in this
response test more akin to real life experience.
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3.1.1

The varieties included in this study

As mentioned in section 2.2 this study takes a closer look at multiple different
varieties of English and the attitudes that the participants of the study have towards
these varieties. The biggest challenge in collecting the material used for evaluation in
this study was deciding the premises on which to collect samples so as to have a
varied and diverse set of material which will reflect a balanced set of various
possible accents of English. The material was selected to include a few different
types of variety switching and to include multiple varieties of different status:
prestigious, standard, less prestigious and non-standard varieties. The material also
includes switches between diglossic acro- and basilects, switches between two
different standard varieties, switches between two varieties that are both considered
prestigious, switches between varieties of unequal prestige level and switches
between nonstandard varieties.
For the material collection, the first phase of the study was to analyze what the
varieties in question are in the collected clips (and to decide what level of phonetic
detail to include in the transcription). The varieties that were selected include British
English (Br Eng), North American English (NAm Eng), Scottish English (Scots
Eng), South African English (SAE) and Indian English (Ind Eng) as broad categories
of different varieties. These categories can be more specifically divided with two
different varieties of South African English (SAE Mild and Broad) and General
North American broken down into four more specific categories: American English
(US Eng), Canadian English (Can Eng), Southern American English (Southern US
Eng) and African American Vernacular English (AAVE). The table below (Table 2)
also details what type of switching is present in each of the comedy sketches, how
many times the comedian switched between the two varieties and what the
distinguishing linguistic features were. The variety that the comedian uses as his
regular performing variety was ascertained by watching more of their performances
than the short clips that were presented for the participants. The original variety is
always marked as clip A and the switched variety as clip B.
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Comedian in video

Varieties involved

Type of switching

Distinguishing
linguistic features

1: Russell Kane

1A: BrEng

Crossing

1B: NAmEng

One Switch

Contrast of rounded or
unrounded vowels here for eg
“can’t” vs in “offender” or
“irony”

2A: Southern
UsEng (mild)

Diglossia

2: Jerry Rocha

Multiple switches

Contrast of open or very open
(lax) vowels for eg “Texas”
vs. “hell”, back vowel in “I”

2B: Southern
UsEng (broad)
3: Trevor Noah

4: Dave Chappelle

Mild SAE is similar to BrEng
while the switch to IndEng is
marked clearly by syllable
not stress timing

3A: SAE (mild)

Crossing

3B: IndEng (SAf
variety)

One switch

4A: AAVE

Ethnic switch

AAVE: /hanging/ to /hangin/
also in “walking”, “touching”

4B: UsEng

Multiple switches

UsEng: rhoticity in
“information”
Contrast of mono- to
diphthongisation in “high”

5: Michael
McIntyre

5A: BrEng

Crossing

BrEng: Pre-r breaking in
“world”

5B: ScotsEng

One switch

Scot deviating from BrEng:
Strong R sound in “our”,
“bread”
Monophthongs like in
“bread”

6: Russell Peters

6A: CanEng

Ethnic switch

CanEng: final /t/ unreleased
in “that”

6B: IndEng

Multiple switches

Contrast of voiceless plosives
unaspirated in Ind Eng, as in
“do” “Canada”
Syllable not stress timing

7: Trevor Noah

8: Gabriel Iglesias

7A: SAE (mild)

Diglossia

7B: SAE (broad)

Multiple switches

8A: NAmEng

Crossing

8B: IndEng

Multiple switches

In Broad SAE: avoiding central
vowels, schwa receives more
stress, stress shift, reduction of
vowel distinctions (long and
short vowels alike), diphthongs
monophthongized, dental
fricatives are replaced by stops.
semantic intensification by
reduplication

Contrast of voiceless plosives
unaspirated in IndEng and
aspirated in NAmEng as in
“Would” ,“Did”
Contrast of dental fricatives
realized as plosives in IndEng
as in “the”

Table 2: Linguistic content of video material
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People have inaccurate perceptions of the speech of others, which can be exploited
by performers such as actors (see Wells 1982). In crossing patterns the switching to
another variety also may only be approximate and only borrow some of the most
obvious and concrete pronunciation or lexical patterns of the variety the speaker is
matching. For these reasons this study does describe in-depth the phonological
differences between varieties, which have been well documented (see eg Wells 1982,
Schneider 2011 or Trudgill & Hannah 2002 for more on the distinguishing features
between them), though the main distinguishing features of the varieties that were
switched between in the comedy acts is presented above in Table 2. We now take an
in-depth look into the status and prestige levels of each of the varieties included in
the material.
General North American is often considered a prestigious variety on a global scale,
though it is often prescribed a lower status than British English, which holds the
highest prestige globally (Trudgill & Hannah 2002:2). A “mainstream” Us Eng is
also the standard variety that is ascribed though out the United States over regional
or ethnic varieties like Southern American or African-American English, though in
the case of Us Eng pinpointing what exactly is the standard is not quite clear as most
speakers include some regional features in their speech. A standard variety will
usually be the high variety in diglossia, where a nonstandard (usually regional)
variety will be the lower variety or basilect. Can Eng is also one of the North
American standard varieties, though its prestige globally may not be as prominent as
Us Eng or Br Eng (Trudgill & Hannah 2002:2). When considering the level of
prestige certain varieties of English may have on a global scale it is also worth noting
Braj Kachru’s Three Circles model (Schneider 2011: 31). Both Us Eng and Can Eng
are included in the Inner Circle of English varieties, which include countries to
where English settlers arrived early and where the language is a native language for
most of the population.
British English, or its standardized form RP, also serves as a global standard variety,
though within Britain there are many more regional and nonstandard varieties.
Unlike with UsEng RP is a more clearly established and distinguished variety with
less internal variation. Self-evidently British English is also included in the Inner
Circle of English Varieties in Kachru’s model (Schneider 2011:32). There is also a
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more regional based English variety in one of the comedy performances, which
includes a hint of Cockney influence (mild t-dropping for example). Cockney
English tends to have lower perceived status compared to a “general British” accent.
South African English in the mild variety is similar to Br Eng, and speakers from
other regions may even have difficulty distinguishing the two (Trudgill & Hannah
2002). Though SAE is not a prestige variety globally, the similarity of mild/white
SAE to Br Eng will likely affect the prestige ascribed to it, and it serves as the local
prestige variety (Soudien & Botsis 2011 or Wilmot 2014). South African English in
the broad variety on the other hand is the more nonstandard variety of the local
spectrum. South African is usually also included in the Inner Circle of Kachru’s
model (Shcneider 2011:32). Indian English on the other hand is included in what
Kachru terms the Outer Circle. These varieties are often in post-colonial countries
and English holds an official position, though it may be a second language learner
variety for part of the population. Southern American (US) English and African
American Vernacular English are nonstandard varieties, where Southern Us Eng is a
regional variety and AAVE a vernacular. Nonstandard varieties are often lower in
prestige, though they may hold certain local positive meanings.
3.1.2

Switching between accents

I looked at a variety of comedians with ethnic roots in another culture than the one
that they are living and performing in. As Rampton (1995) pointed out ethnicity is a
strong factor that affects our language use and it is natural that some of the
comedians looked at work with accent choices related to their two cultural
backgrounds. There are three different types of variety switches present in the data.
The first type of switch uses a standard variety (British, Canadian or American) as
the original variety and switches to a nonstandard or regional variety or then
reversely using a nonstandard variety as their own and switching to a standard
variety for comic effect. These types of switching are similar to the more traditional
type of switching between basilects and acrolects that often happen when there are
competing regional and standard varieties. The comedians in my set that represent
this type of switching are South African Trevor Noah and Jerry Rocha from the
South of the United States. The second type of switch is similar to the code-
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switching between languages that is common for bilingual speakers and includes
switching between an ethnic variety that you have grown up knowing and a standard
variety that may be present in the wider community. This ethnic variety may be an
“immigrant” variety or a variety related directly to ethnicity such as AAVE. The
comedians that represent this often multi-cultural sub-group are Canadian Russell
Peters of Indian descent and African American Dave Chappelle.
The material also includes crossing as introduced in section 2.1. Within this group
the comedians have no immediate connection with the variety that they are using and
are not “native users” of said variety. The comedians in this set include British
English and American comedians of a mono-lingual/mono-variety background, who
use “put-on” accent choices to different extents in their comedy work and a South
African comedian who uses a South African variety, but switches to a non-native
variety that is present in his community. These comedians are Michael McIntyre who
plays around with different varieties from Great Britain and around the world,
Russell Kane, who in the collected material switches between an American and
British variety, American Gabriel Iglesias of Mexican descent, who uses American
English crossing to Indian English, and Trevor Noah, who uses a standard variety of
South African English in variation with a nonstandard local Indian variety that he is
not a native of.
As mentioned earlier, all of the comedians used in the study are of the male gender,
and thus the study cannot say anything about how the particular linguistic resource is
used or not used by female comedians. The study also cannot measure the
pervasiveness of the phenomenon among professional comedians as the comedians
were chosen for this study based on their exhibiting this particular feature in their
work.
Following a long tradition of accent evaluation research, my method was inspired by
match-guise technique, in which participants rate the audio samples on different
attributes. However, in my study the evaluated varieties were not matched for vocal
qualities or a unified text between them and it could be argued that multiple other
factors could have affected the outcome, such as the appearance of the comedians,
their other speech factors and the fact that the accents were not always the speaker’s
authentic variety. On the other hand, like Coupland (2009) suggests, this is more of a
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case study of how certain linguistic features exhibit themselves in this environment,
more than just a study trying to measure what specific effect different features may
have had or not had. A Case study shows not what people typically do, but what they
CAN do stylistically (Coupland 2009: 27-28). There is also a wide base of previous
research based around the matched-guise technique that I can correlate my results to.
As mentioned in section 2.1, it has been shown in previous research that attitudes
towards code-switching are often negative and even code-switchers themselves view
the practice as unflattering. Thus based on past literature, we could expect the
speaker evaluation test to reflect negatively on switching of all types, but there may
be differences between different types of switches or following Rampton’s (1995)
conclusions restrictions to acceptable topics.

3.2 The audience response test
As a method for my study I use an on-site group response test with a questionnaire to
gauge the way people react to the way the chosen comedians are playing around with
their accents and to gather more information on variety switching. Before the
compiling of the test used here in the study I run a small scale pilot with participants
to gauge whether the material was appropriate, whether the attributes used were clear
and whether there was any divergence in the evaluation of test participants. The
instructions (shown in Appendix 2) were also refined based on the proceedings of the
pilot. The running of the pilot was very beneficial and the actual response test of the
study was conducted without problems (besides minor technological setup
complications that were all solved). The test was carried out in May 2018 in a big
Finnish city.
To access participants for my study I first contacted the coordinator of the
international side of the upper secondary school I would be testing in for permission
to survey the students. After receiving permission from the school, I contacted the
English teacher whose class time I would be using. I excluded third year students
from the group that I asked to interview as their high school exams were around the
same time and I did not want to take away time from their studying. All of the
information collected from participants were collected completely anonymously
(participants are identified by an assigned number) and all participants had the option
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of not answering. Consent was not asked for from parents as all of the minors were
over 15 (the ages ranged approximately from 16 to 18). The answers of one
participant of Group 2 were excluded as the rate of completion was insufficient. I
also made it clear to all participants of Groups 1 and 2 (the high school students) that
this research was conducted independently of their school and that this study had
nothing to do with their academic careers. To protect the anonymity of the students
who participated, the name of the school involved is not published as this could
potentially be used to identify the classes that participated. All data was also
processed solely by me. Participants for the control group 3 volunteered willingly
based on notices I gave through communication channels of the university, and then
with a snowball method through mutual contacts. These participants were all older
than the high school students and they did not have any connection to the
international school. The demographics of the three groups are presented below in
Table 3.
The response test was given to the majority of participants in a classroom, with a big
screen that all participants could see. A small portion of the control group watched
the response test on a smaller computer screen. After handing out the sheets that
participants would be responding on (see Appendix 2 for the full response test
material), I positioned myself at the front of the classroom to give instructions before
the start of the test. After giving instructions and testing the setup for technical issues
with the audio or visual aspects I moved further away from the visible place at the
front of the room to allow the test to run its course.
The response test I administered had four different parts. The first section was
designed to gather basic background information about the participants. The second
part was a test run of the actual evaluation section during which participants were
allowed to test the answering space, meanwhile asking any possible questions related
to the administering of the test. The test run was also useful for the practical testing
of how the audio and visual components were functioning. The third part was the
evaluation response test, which we will turn to now, and the final part the open
question section, discussed in section 3.4.
One of the biggest difficulties with this particular study was how to collect the data
about language background, due to the difficulties of self-report (see section 2.1).
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Another concern was to not arouse too much interest in the topic of dialects and
varieties prior to the study. Due to the vagueness of the given instructions the level of
detail the participants included under native language and background variety is very
broad. For example three participants gave the specific American dialect that they
spoke (west coast, southern, northeastern) whereas the majority only gave
“American”. The reasons for this differentiation may also lie not only in the given
instructions, but also in the background of the speakers. Many of the participants
would not have a connection to a specific regional variety, as their accent may not
have come from living in a certain region, but from having been schooled in a
particular variety. As has been stated elsewhere, in this respect the community that
has been studied is special in its linguistic makeup.
The Table below (3) shows the three Groups of participants and their background
factors split into two different categories on whether they were native speakers of
English, whether they were native speakers of more than one language and what their
gender was. The native languages (besides English) that were reported are also
shown for each group. Groups 1 and 2 were the two different high school classes that
took the test, but in the results of this study they are treated as one unity.
72 Participants
Group 1: 28
Native English
speakers: 9

Non-native
English
speakers: 19

Group 2:27
Native English
speakers: 13

Non-native
English
speakers: 14

Control Group 3:17
Native English
speakers: 7

Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual
speakers: 12 speakers: 16 speakers: 12 speakers: 15 speakers: 9
Females: 19

Males: 9

Females: 16

Males: 11

Females: 11

Non-native
English
speakers: 10

Monolingual
speakers: 8
Males: 6

Other native languages:

Other native languages:

Other native languages:

Finnish: 18, Bengali: 1,
Somali: 1, Erzya:1,
Russian: 5, Danish:1,
French: 1, Chinese: 3,
Arabic:1

Finnish: 15, Spanish: 2,
Estonian:1, Bengali:1,
Russian: 2, Ukrainian:1,
Urdu:1, Somalian:1,
Chinese:2, Italian: 1

Finnish: 15, Spanish: 1,
Swedish: 2, Estonian: 1

Table 3: Participants
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Though most of the speakers in the study likely spoke more than one language at
least to some extent, a strict definition of bilingualism was applied here to distinguish
speakers who were native of one language from those who were native speakers of
two or three languages. The participants with one native language shall henceforth be
termed “monolingual” speakers with the understanding that this refers only to
“natively monolingual” and not to having linguistic competence in solely one
language. The bilinguals in the study were not only bilingual between English and
other languages, but also bilingual in combinations like Finnish and Arabic, Finnish
and Chinese, Finnish and Russian, Finnish and Swedish, and Russian and Ukrainian.
3.2.1

Background factors

The first part of the response test begins with a few short background questions. The
linguistic backgrounds of the participants were examined based on the languages that
they claimed to be native speakers of, and the varieties of English that they claimed
as their own. Gender was also a feature of identity accounted for, and female and
male genders were reported (though I did also have a few humoristic identifications
under male + assault helicopter).
As the topic of “mother-tongue” has been shown to be problematic (Romaine 1995),
I decided to instead approach the question through “nativeness”. Nativeness itself is
also a problematic concept as discussed in section 2.1 and for that reason I let
speakers report more than one native tongue in an open format question of “native
tongue”. The respondents were also instructed that they can “put more than one if
they feel that it is necessary”. For full transcription of the instructions see Appendix
2. Likewise for “own accent background” the format was kept open ended, and the
participants were instructed to write what accent they “broadly speaking” use when
they are speaking English. To clarify, a few examples of possible accents were given,
including “Finnish speakers can put for example Finnish” to minimize pressure to
conform to a standard accent that the speakers may not feel is their own. The
varieties that speakers reported included America (coastal, southern, west coast),
Australia, Bangladesh, Britain, Canada, China, Denmark, England, Estonia, Finland,
Italy, Russia, Scotland, Somalia, South Africa and Sweden. The final background
question was an open-format question on gender. Only male and female genders
were identified.
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Other background factors could also have been asked such as age or some
measurement of socioeconomic status. The first, participant age, was unnecessary to
ask for as respondents in groups A and B were all high school students, and the age
factor was already accounted for. Adolescents were chosen as a useful group for
study as their language use is strongly affected by their peer community, as discussed
further in section 2.4. Meanwhile the control group was gathered with an objective of
more diverse participants. In respect to age, the participants of my control group C
were all aged between 21 and 40.
The educational level of the high school class was indeed high school education. The
control group C included only high school graduates as well, of which many were
enrolled in university level education. It was concluded that as it was out of the scope
of this research to find participants that would have diversified the other
sociolinguistic background factors, such as socioeconomic level, for any of the
groups, these factors would be disregarded within this study. For this reason the
results that can be drawn from this relatively homogenous group of participants will
be limited in what they can say about similar behaviour throughout all
socioeconomic levels or within more elderly participants. However, as discussed
earlier, the possibility for “variety switching” spreading further is also strongly tied
to modern migration patterns and partially to the technological pervasiveness that
modern society has seen, and younger participants are likely to have a stronger
connection with this type of language use.
3.2.2

Evaluation section of the response test

After the filling out of the background questions, the respondents started the
evaluation section of the audience response test. I gave participants the opportunity
to ask questions after they had viewed the test clip to make sure that everyone had
understood how the evaluation would work and that the participants knew what they
were looking for in the two “personas” that they would be evaluating, During the
evaluation section, the viewers were shown eight clips showing a comedian using
both his regular variety and then switching to a new one. These two “clips” were
named clip A and clip B in the results, with A standing for the original variety and
“persona”, and B standing for the new variety and “persona”, even though not all
comedians made just one switch between the two different varieties and personas.
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After the viewing of the clip, the respondents rated both the original identity of the
comedian and the new identity that the comedian takes on based on a list of
attributes. This process of view and then rate would be repeated for the following
clips. The evaluation time was limited to two minutes to shorten the amount of
conscious processing.
The attributes that I use in the study, and which the participants evaluated, are:
relatable, articulate, likeable, respected, intelligent and kind. These attributes were
chosen based on attributes that had been used in other accent evaluation studies.
These attributes also break down into two dimensions: status attributes (Intelligent,
Articulate and Respected) and solidarity attributes (Likeable, Relatable and Kind).
The order of the attributes was mixed up for the participants of the control group,
who also undertook the response test in smaller groups than the participants from the
high school.
After the viewing of the clip, the respondents were asked to rate both the original
“persona” and the new “persona” that performed in the video in terms of the list of
attributes from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this character at all” and 5 being
“describes this character very well”.
In addition to rating the personas based on attributes, respondents also answered an
open question asking them to describe the personas that they had witnessed in their
own words. This open-ended question gives me more information about what
respondents are thinking, to complement the numerical data that I gathered from
comparing the attributes rating. To facilitate the answering process I also decided
that for the open ended questions I would permit also using Finnish to answer.
Opening up the option of using more language resources also decreases the amount
of thinking required of participants, and thus enables them to tap into their initial
responses better than giving the participants lots of time to think about their
responses.
The results of these ratings were evaluated mathematically comparing the
evaluations given by different subcategories to the overall average rating that was
given by all of the participants. These results are analyzed in detail in section 4.2. In
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addition to the mathematical analysis, the open descriptions of the participants were
compared with the rating they had given.

3.3 Semantic analysis of the material
As noted previously in sections 3.1.1. and 3.2. the audience response test was not
performed using a match-guise or a verbal-guise technique, but instead used recorded
material of live shows. This is an important distinction to make, because participants
were fully aware of what each speaker looks like, and what their natural speech
features are. In addition, the material used by the comedians in each clip was
different and could hardly be considered neutral text. It could be argued that neutral
text is not even a possibility, especially when the participants are as diverse as in this
set. For these reasons a surface level semantic analysis was carried out on the text
that comedians were presenting, to have an idea of how the semantic content of the
performances may have affected the evaluations of the performing comedians. It is
good to take into consideration the possible effects of the semantic content, but as
was discussed earlier in section 3 accent features have been found more influential
than content in multiple studies. However since none of these past studies were done
in the genre of comedy, it was considered a valuable and worthwhile undertaking to
inspect how content and accent interact.
The semantic analysis was carried out by looking at the descriptive adjectives and
verb phrases used in the text. Verb phrases that could be considered simply
informative were not considered, but all phrases that held either positive or negative
connotations were looked at. In addition a semantic analysis was carried out to
collect any thematic lexical items that could have connotations that would potentially
affect participants’ views on one of the 6 measured attributes. The six attributes were
then assigned either a positive or negative value based on the lexical items. For
example in the first clip (1A) the comedian uses the word “gallery”, which is a
location often linked to respected, highly cultured individuals. With this lexical item
both the attributes ‘Intelligent’ and ‘Respected’ would be assessed to have been
positively influenced.
The completed semantic analysis will give us a sort of “ground zero” for where we
could assume participants to stand in their evaluations based on only the semantic
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content found in the text from positive to neutral to negative. The semantic
evaluation will be compared with the actual evaluations of the participants to give
more insight into whether the material or the other linguistic factors had a larger
effect on evaluations.

3.4 Open question section
During the reactive evaluation part of the response test, I wanted the participants to
focus solely on what their initial reactions are to the characters presented. I aimed to
present the study as a study of comedy and the response test as simply a response to
different characters that comedians are using, as opposed to a response to different
varieties, especially as these link to different ethnicities, which may be seen as
problematic and may affect answers if participants know what I am actually focusing
on in my study. After the respondents had concluded the evaluation part of the study,
I paused the video to explain to the participants in some detail what I was actually
interested in studying. After briefly explaining that I was interested in the
phenomenon of switching between different varieties, I asked participants to answer
some open-ended questions which related to the topic in their own lives. At this point
with groups 1 and 2 within the high school I also expressed that this was a
phenomenon that I had already encountered during my own time at the school,
expressed familiarity with the environment and some sentiments of solidarity along
the lines of being “one of you”. This I hoped would negate some of the negative
effect of being a researcher and trying to gain some basic level of trust to counteract
the “observer’s paradox”. After the test had finished I also gave all of the participants
my contact information and advised them to contact me if they had any further
questions or concerns regarding the study. I also had chats with some of the high
school students who were interested to hear more about what I was studying and had
lengthy discussions around the topic with many of the participants in the control
group.
The questions that the participants were asked to answer in the open question section
were: what do you think are the reasons comedians switch between different accents
and do you notice yourself doing something similar, if yes what accents do you use.
These questions were also verbally accompanied with encouragement to write as
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much as participants wanted to (using the back of the paper if necessary) and that I
was curious to hear all of their opinions and experiences on the topic.
The point of the open ended questions was to collect qualitative answers to specify
and enhance the results received from the quantitative portion. The questions gave
participants the possibility to expand on the topic, and describe the everyday use and
personal dimension of variety switching and crossing.
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4

Results

4.1 Semantic analysis
In the semantic analysis, the content of the comedy sketches was analyzed to see
what the underlying biases in the text are. An outline of the content of the sketches
was given in the materials section of this study in Table 1, and the full transcription
of the material is also presented in appendix 1. In the semantic analysis inspected in
this section, the content of the comedy performances was evaluated in terms of what
the message of each clip was, and what kind of semantically influential lexical items
were included. The lexical items were evaluated to find the biases they may
introduce in the evaluation of the attributes that the participants of the study rated.
For the attribute “Articulate” the sophistication of the language used was also taken
into account, for example giving a negative evaluation on using slang, profanity or
simple grammar structures. All of the comedians in the material used a
conversational style so this was not considered as deviating from the norms of the
genre.
Next we take a look at the comic identities established in the performances through
semantic content, what values the comedians attach to these identities, and what they
aim to achieve within the performance. The various features and forms used to
establish the characters, and make clear the message of the performances closely
correlate with the ones observed to be common within the genre, and aligning with
the uses and forms of crossing and styling. Many of the topics broached in these
performances could be considered dangerous to confront without the intermediating
factor of humor, much like in Rampton’s (1995) dangerous crossing strategies were
undertaken to in-authenticate possible threats.
The content of the performance of comedian 1, Russell Kane, was based on
describing how sometimes it is in human nature to want to rebel against society, and
wanting to break the conventions, rules and restrictions society places on us. In his
original persona Kane gives off a posh vibe, talking about being spoiled, going to a
gallery, and being very British. He also describes acting inappropriately and
offensively. The second persona in his act opposes this original character by getting
offended by what the first character is doing and saying, and is portrayed in an
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American English variety. The act centers around suppressing natural inhibitions to
favor the constraints on behavior that social conventions place on us. Kane takes on
the role of a spokesperson voicing inappropriate desires we may all have and
especially appropriating the negative traits attached to both being “British” and
“American”. Kane achieves the rebelling identity of his performance through selfcommentary, self-mockery, dramatizing and by styling an opposing stance in the
“politically correct” American type.
The second comedy performance also centers on American types, but from a very
different angle. In his original persona Jerry Rocha tells about his uncle, who is the
opposing persona in this act. Both of these persona speak a Southern American
variety, but with a difference in the broadness of the accent. The original character is
seen mostly in opposition to the second character, who is implied to be racist,
traditionalist and close minded. Rocha broaches the taboo subject of racism, but from
a very white perspective. Alienation and marginalization are the topic of the act,
which focuses on a lower white class southern fear of losing power and cultural
prominence. Rocha juggles the line between play and seriousness commenting on
racism, the fears it springs from and the forms it takes through dramatization and
joking parody of an ordinary family gathering.
Parody is also part of Trevor Noah’s performace in the third clip, but his focus is on
the taboo of political corruption. Noah from South Africa talks very casually and
informatively about a wealthy ethnically Indian (or Hindu) family, who has a lot of
influence within South Africa. The particular situation in focus in the performance
relates to this family getting to know the new president of the country to gain access
to influence. A member of this family is used as the second character, who speaks
using Indian English. Features used by Noah include fictionalizing, jokey
provocation and parody. He also makes use of inauthentic stances such as saying
(1) “It’s all cool, you know we understand”,

while discussing the fact that this wealthy family met with the president presumably
to bribe him with money.
Normal conventions are also bent in performance four. Dave Chappelle speaks using
African American dialect features, taking on the role of a concerned friend. His
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second persona is a friend who speaks with a standard American variety and is
described as “white”. Drug use is a theme throughout the act, but the white friend is
also described to engage in incongruous behavior seeking out a police officer while
under the influence of illegal substances. Chappelle’s comedy brings to the forefront
how differently African Americans and White Americans are treated through the
juxtaposition of the attitudes the two characters have towards the police. Selfmockery, dramatizing, distortions of normal order and incompatible contexts are all
elements Chappelle uses to highlight the racial inequality between the characters he
creates.
Performance five skips to a very different linguistic environment, though it also
broaches the topic of tensions within communities. Michael McIntyre uses his native
British English in his performance to describe the Scots, talking about how he
admires them, though there is a clear hint of sarcasm in the admiration as well. The
second persona he creates in the performance is someone using Scottish English. The
persona is very proud of Scotland and everything related to it, but is also painted
antagonistic towards others and protective of his own space. The performance
broaches the difficult subject of nationalistic tensions within the United Kingdom.
Dramatizing, exaggeration and mockery are staples of the comedy, though the
ultimate aim of the performance seems to be complimenting the taunted Scottish
audience as the mockery is done through a clear over-doing of the character.
The sixth comedy act is performed by Canadian Peter Russell, who is ethnically
Indian. The opposing persona created in this performance is his father, a first
generation immigrant from South Asia trying hard to fit into his new homeland of
Canada. In his original persona Russell is conveying a memory of something that
happened, and laughing at his father’s attempts to host a barbeque. The performance
centers on this struggle to assimilate into a new culture, distorting the familiar
concept of a barbeque party with features of Asian-ness like rice. The incompatibility
in contexts is highlighted through dramatization, like in much of ethnic humor that
centers on self-acceptance through self-depreciating humor.
As in his first performance Trevor Noah’s performance focuses on breaking the
taboo of political corruption. In this act he describes how the government in South
Africa mishandled a legal situation, and as his second persona paints a vivid picture
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of how a government official reacted to a ruling that their actions were
unconstitutional. Noah attacks the status quo both through self-commentary, but also
dramatizing his “opponent”. In his original character he uses his own mild South
African English variety, but switches to a broad variety that is common among South
African politicians (see section 2.2.). It could also be said that he is switching from
White SAE to Black SAE. Noah cleverly shuffles on both sides of play and
seriousness. The punchlines in this performance could also be classified as one of the
most obvious uses within the material of the “non-joke” that Lee (2004) mentions in
her description of the genre of standup comedy (see section 2.5.). The punchline of a
corrupt politician running away from being held accountable is hardly a laughing
matter, but the punchline has the audience roaring.
In performance eight Gabriela Iglesias is comparing two ethnicities that live in the
United States, his own Mexican ethnic group and Indians in the USA. He uses a
standard American variety mixed with a few quips in Mexican accented English as
his base variety. The second persona that he creates uses Indian English, and is
trying, unsuccessfully due to lack of authority, to rob a bank. This performance
specializes in the fictional aligning different minorities in their (uneven) struggle for
respect. Iglesias incorporates elements of self-commentary, self-mockery and
exaggerations discussing a topic that can be dismissed as perpetuation of stereotypes
or can be seen as an attempt to reorganize social order by bringing to attention the
way in which we see minorities.
The semantic analysis of each of these performances revealed that based on the
content of the sketches, we could expect the evaluations given by participants to look
something like the evaluation matrix presented below in Table 4. The attributes that
were supported by lexical items for a positive evaluation are marked with + , the
negative evaluations are marked with - , the evaluations that remained neutral based
on the lack of relevant semantic content are marked N, and the attributes that
achieved both positive and negative evaluation from the semantic content are marked
+/- . The mixed evaluations are counted as ending up around a neutral value as well
but are marked seperately to differentiate between the two ways that the evaluation
reached that point.
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Comedian Clip Intelligent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Articulate Respected

Likeable Relatable Kind

1A

+

+

+

+/-

+

-

1B

-

-

N

+/-

N

+

2A

N

-

N

+

+

+/-

2B

-

-

-

-

+/-

+/-

3A

+

+

N

+

N

+

3B

N

-

+/-

+/-

N

+

4A

+/-

-

+/-

+

+

+

4B

-

-

+/-

+

+/-

+

5A

N

N

N

+

+

+/-

5B

+/-

-

+

-

-

-

6A

N

N

N

-

+

-

6B

-

N

+/-

+

+

+

7A

+

+/-

+

N

N

N

7B

N

-

+/-

-

+/-

-

8A

N

N

+

+

+

+/-

8B

+

+

-

+

-

+

Table 4: The effect found in a semantic analysis of the content of the comedy performances

Based on the semantic analysis we can see that the text biases some of the attributes
in one direction or another. The most negative is clip 2B and the most positive is clip
1A. True to the genre of comedy, much of the semantic content focused on
superficially tearing down not only the subject of the performance, but also the
comedians’ own identities. However, the comedy genre is also visible in the
juxtapositions of positive and negative within one subject. We can see from Table 4
above that there are also 18 cases of attributes that were influenced by both positive
and negative semantic content, and some positive attributes that we may not expect.
For example Jerry Rocha endears and humanizes his racist uncle with the relatable
details of his uncle’s love of Mexican food, and Trevor Noah expresses sympathy
and understanding for politicians that are corrupting his country.
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In the next section we will focus on how the content of the comedy sketches and the
varieties and switches that participants were watching interacted to sway their
opinions.

4.2 Speaker Evaluation
The evaluation of the numeric data from the rating of the response test was carried
out using Microsoft Excel tools. Data was organized around factors that were thought
to be of interest and compared with the ratings given by participants in other
categories. The rating was from 1 to 5, with 1 denoting that an attribute was not
evaluated to correlate with the viewed performance and 5 denoting that the attribute
was evaluated as suitable. Three is viewed as a neutral value.
In the results of this section the results of all three groups of participants were
considered. The evaluation of the control group did not differ much in relation to the
two high school groups and thus it was concluded that the data of the high school
group was not affected by the classroom environment that the response test was
taken in or the order of the attributes evaluated.
4.2.1

How were the different varieties rated?

Table 5 shows the average ratings given by participants for each performance. Any
result below 3 can be understood as a negative evaluation and conversely any above
three as a positive evaluation. Most of the average rating results were between 2 and
4 with only some varieties receiving a lower or higher rating. The average ratings
given by all participants, which are visible below in Table 5, are also used as the
baseline that all other subcategories of participant background groups are later
compared with.
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Total average rating per clip
Clip

Variety

1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B
7A
7B
8A
8B

BR
NAm
STH
STH B
SAE
Ind
AAVE
Us
BR
SCOTS
Can
Ind
SAE
SAE B
UsE
Ind

Intelligent

3.292
2.694
3.056
1.736
3.903
2.778
3.125
2.389
3.875
2.708
3.875
2.750
4.153
2.375
3.556
2.778

Articulate

3.694
3.194
3.569
2.306
3.972
2.986
3.389
3.542
4.083
3.264
3.986
3.250
4.111
2.861
4.000
3.403

Respected

2.986
2.500
3.083
1.778
3.819
2.972
3.264
2.944
3.750
2.903
3.778
3.306
3.917
2.653
3.667
2.639

Likable

3.611
2.681
3.361
2.000
4.125
3.694
3.917
3.500
3.833
3.542
3.986
3.903
4.042
2.931
4.042
3.986

Relatable

3.403
2.611
3.069
1.944
3.139
2.556
3.125
2.861
3.375
2.486
3.750
2.917
3.472
2.569
3.500
2.917

Kind

Variation

2.681
2.611
3.056
1.667
3.750
3.389
3.444
3.208
3.611
2.653
3.611
3.708
3.556
2.736
3.931
3.736

1.014
0.694
0.514
0.639
0.986
1.139
0.792
1.153
0.708
1.056
0.375
1.153
0.681
0.556
0.542
1.347

Table 5: Average evaluation per clip for all participants

The ratings in Table 5 have been color coded for a faster inspection of the data that is
presented here. The varieties that are the basis of the material are listed according to
shorthand. These will be used throughout the results section for easier visual
presentation. BR is used for Br Eng, NAm for NAm Eng, STH for Southern Us Eng,
SAE for SAE, Ind for Ind Eng, AAVE for African American Vernacular English and
SCOTS for Scottish English. The varieties are also color coded here for easier
comparisons across the table for the same varieties used in different performances.
The color coding in the results of Table 5 shows the highest (green), second highest
(blue), lowest (red), and second lowest (orange) rating for each of the attributes. The
final column also shows how much difference there was between the different
attributes that were evaluated. Can Eng was the most consistently evaluated variety,
while the Ind Eng in clip 8B was the variety that was most diversely evaluated
between attributes, meaning it had split opinions on the different attributes.
From the overall ratings of all of the comedy performances in Table 5 above, we can
see how different varieties were evaluated by participants. The clearest result is that
the broad variety (in all cases the broad variety is marked with a B) of the Southern
American English variety (STH B) was consistently the most negatively evaluated on
all of the attributes. This finding is consistent with the low prestige of Southern Us
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Eng in previous studies. Interestingly, however the less broad Southern accent was
not equally negatively evaluated. The broad variety of SAE was also lowly rated
with the second lowest rating on Intelligent and Articulate. The low rating of both
basilects shows that the diglossic switch into a more regional (and in the case of SAE
more ethnically black) variety was not seen positively.
Across the different varieties, the highest rated were South African English, British
English and Canadian English. The finding is consistent with the prevailing
understanding that Br Eng is the most prestigious variety on a global scale as SAE
closely approximates Br Eng. The most positively evaluated variety was the mild (or
respected) SAE variety that was found in two clips. British English was rated highest
on the “Articulate” attribute, and based on past studies it was expected that Br Eng
would fare well on status attributes. The positive evaluation of Can Eng however was
higher than would be expected as Can Eng was evaluated higher than Us Eng and
partially higher than Br Eng. The semantic content of the comedy is one major
explaining factor, and we will turn to this shortly. Can Eng was consistently rated
highly, in fact it was the most consistently evaluated variety and it rated highest on
“relatable”. There were also correlations to the findings on Us Eng. Us Eng has been
associated with high solidarity ratings and the participants of this study rated it the
second highest on “Likeable” in one clip, but also conversely the second lowest in
another clip. This difference was created partially by the content of the comedy
material, but the variety it was being switched with likely affected the evaluation as
well. Switching with Br Eng created unfavorable bias, while switching with AAVE
evoked less of the negative bias for Us Eng, and even positive evaluation on one
attribute.
The most inconsistently rated variety was Indian English. Though there was most
variation between attributes for Indian English, with all three of the Ind Eng clips
having a wide range of variation, clip 6B tied for second most variation with standard
Us Eng in clip 4b. The variation between attributes for Ind Eng stems from the
difference in lowly rated status related attributes such as respected or intelligent,
compared to the high rating of solidarity traits likeable and kind. This is an
interesting result to note as it seems to match the interpretation that Rampton (1995)
gives of the use of crossing into Stylized Asian English in his own study. As there
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seems to be clear correlations between the status and the solidarity traits, these
dimensions will be looked at separately throughout the results section.
Another point of interest was in whether there was variation between the ratings of
the same variety between different comedians. For example both African American
and Mexican American minority groups have been shown to suffer negatively of
stereotyping especially when speaking with an ethnic accent (see section 2.2.). In
clips 4 and 8 a representative of both of these ethnic minorities spoke with a
mainstream Us Eng accent. The mainstream Us Eng presented by African American
Dave Chappelle was consistently rated lower than the one presented by Gabriel
Iglesias, though both of these comedians made it clear that they could speak with an
ethnic accent as well. However one explaining factor here could be that Iglesias
spoke for the majority of his sketch with the mainstream variety, while Chappelle
preferred the nonstandard vernacular. We also have the opportunity to compare the
mainstream Us Eng of Iglesias with another North American comedian who is not
ethnically white (South Asian), and who also uses the standard variety as his own
instead of preferring the nonstandard. Comparing the Us Eng of Iglesias in clip 8A
with the Can Eng of Russell Peters in clip 6A Can Eng does better on Intelligent,
Respected and Relatable, while Us Eng does better in Kind. Both of these clips were
also evaluated more positively by participants than expected based on only the
semantic analysis.
The difference between comedians is also interesting in the case of Br Eng. One of
the performers Russell Kane has a hint of Cockney influence (mild t-dropping for
example) which tends to lower the perceived status of the variety compared to a
“general British” accent. It is interesting to that the variety of Russell Kane was
evaluated much more negatively to the purer Br Eng accent of Michael McIntyre.
The results of the semantic analysis in section 4.1. were compared with the numeric
results that were observed in the ratings of the participants. Table 6 below shows
how the ratings of the participants differed from the results we could have expected
based only on the semantic analysis. The green squares with an arrow facing
upwards indicate that the evaluation given by the participants was higher than what
the expectation was based on the semantics, and the red squares with an arrow facing
downwards indicate the opposite.
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Comedian

Clip

1

1A

Intelligent

Articulate

BrEng
1B

↑

NAmEng

2

2A

Respected

Likeable

↓

↑

↓

↓

↑

STH M

3A

4

↓

4A

4B

BrEng
5B
ScotEng

6

6A
CanEng

↑

↑

↓

↑

↓

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

7A

↑

SAE M

SAE B

8

8A
NAmEng
8B

↑

↑

IndEng

7B

↓

↑

↑

6B

7

↓

↑

UsEng
5A

↑
↑

AAVE

5

↓

↑

SAE

IndEng

↓

↓

STH B

3B

Kind

↓

2B

3

Relatable

↓
↑
↓

↓

↑
↓

↓

↑

↑

↑

↑

↓

↑

↑
↑

IndEng

Table 6: Difference between the values set in the semantics of the material to the actual evaluations
by participants

As we can see above in Table 6, there is not a clear correlation between linguistic
content cues in the comedy performances and the evaluations that the participants
have given. Some of these mismatches between content and character evaluation
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clearly point to results that have been found in past literature. For example despite
relatable content the participants did not identify with the Southern Us Eng speaker,
regardless of the broadness of accent. In addition, participants evaluated Br Eng and
SAE (similar in phonological features) highly, even higher than expected on a
content basis, especially on status attributes like respected and articulate. Similarly
most of the standard varieties were evaluated as “Articulate”. However, articulate
was also rated much higher than expected in over half of the clips. This could have
some connections with the fact that in assessing the semantic relevance of the
material for a character’s “articulateness” the type of vocabulary used and deviating
grammatical forms and lexical items were considered. It would seem that for this
attribute especially the relevance of the accent would most likely have been higher
than content cues.
Overall Can Eng, Br Eng and SAE M were the most positively evaluated varieties (as
was seen in Table 5), and when we compare the evaluations given by participants to
the possible biases that the semantic content introduces this trend is only intensified,
as these varieties did better in 4-5 of the attributes. This observation correlates with
previous findings especially for Br Eng which did better than expected in all status
attributes for clip 5. On the other hand, the low ratings that were seen for Br Eng in
clip 1 were largely explained by the semantic content cues as there is no clear
movement in either positive or negative direction from the expectation, and the topic
of performance 1 highlighted negative aspect of “Britisness” and “Americaness” that
were also clearly recognized by the participants in their descriptions of the clip.
Connections were also found to past research on Scottish English. The Intelligence of
the variety was rated lower than expected, but the likeableness was rated higher.
There was also support for the Articulateness of Scot Eng, which could parallel some
past research findings about the positive aesthetic qualities of the variety.
Table 6 above also showed that comedy has changed perceptions of the used accents
compared to findings on the evaluation of these accents in previous literature (which
was detailed in section 2.2.). One interesting observation is that Dave Chappelle’s
clip 4 did better in both varieties than expected based on the semantic content.
Rampton (1995) found that in all cases crossing was more acceptable within one’s
own social circle, and the fact that Chappelle’s comedy based itself on the
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relationship between him and a friend may have likely affected. If we look at the
evaluations of the switched varieties, we also find that there was divergence among
the different types of variety switching. Participants rated the diglossic switches
(Southern Us Eng in 2 and SAE in 7) more negatively than the most positively
viewed ethnic switches (4 (AAVE to Us Eng) and 6 (Can Eng to Ind Eng)), while
crossing split between less acceptable and more acceptable. Crossing by Kane (1)
from BrEng to UsEng and crossing by Noah (3) from SAE to Ind Eng were more
negatively viewed, while crossing by McIntyre (5) from Br Eng to Scot Eng and
Iglesias (8) from NAm Eng to Ind Eng were more positively viewed. The semantic
content of performance 1 (Russell Kane) evokes a negative stereotype of Americans.
The lower than expected ratings given for his second character (especially in
comparison to other Us Eng performances, see next section) shows that participants
seemed to find this type of critical crossing the least acceptable, while the supportive
toned crossing of Iglesias was the most acceptable. Ethnic switching is more
authentically motivated as the speakers can claim membership in both of the varieties
that they are using. It is however interesting to note that despite this legitimacy even
ethnic switching was evaluated positively only when the switch happened toward a
more standard and prestigious variety.
The expected evaluation was higher in the performer’s original variety in all of the
performances (except number 4 where it stayed the same), with 3A SAE, 5A BrEng,
6A Can Eng, 7A SAE and 8A Nam Eng having been evaluated only better than was
expected. This trend of evaluating the switched variety lower than the original
variety is visible in the ratings of the varieties, but it is interesting that the same trend
is visible also when combined with the semantic content. The effect of the switch
will be looked at in more detail in the next section.
4.2.1.1 Effect of variety switch
There was a clear difference in the evaluation of clips A to clips B, with a negative
trend visible in the switch regardless of evaluated attribute and regardless of the
varieties involved. We can see this trend both from the general data analyzed in
4.2.1. and in a closer comparison that will be outlined next (see Figure 1 below).
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Averages of clip A vs clip B
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Figure 1: Comparison of the averages of all A clips to the averages of all B clips

Code-switching is a bilingual linguistic behavior that is seen as negative and based
on just the trend of switching inducing a negative evaluation it would seem that
variety switching is no exception. The negative evaluation of the switch may also be
linked to a negative evaluation of an accent being “inauthentic” (Coupland 2001) or
the identity of the comedian not being “enough” to claim membership in the target
speech group (Blommaert & Varis 2015).
In the negative evaluations intelligence was the attribute that was affected the most,
while kind was affected the least, with likeable not far behind. This implies that
though switching may be seen negatively, at least in this study the likeability and
kindness of switchers however remains close to neutral and varies more based on the
specific constraints of the particular switch. The difference between clips A and B
can also be construed more as the difference between a neutral opinion and a positive
opinion as half of the attributes (Articulate, Likeable and Kind) were evaluated
neutrally or higher even in the switched variety. The difference in evaluation
between a variety as the original or as a switch was also taken into closer analysis
with Us Eng which was the only variety that was found in both positions.
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Comparison of the evaluations of the standard American variety
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Figure 2: Comparison of the evaluations of the standard American variety

We can see the same effect of a negative rating for the switch persisting in this
comparison of the different uses of the standard American variety in different
performances above in Figure 2. The performances that are included here are Rusell
Kane’s clip 1B BrEng to UsEng, Dave Chappelle’s clip 4B AAVE to UsEng and
Gabriel Iglesia’s clip 8A UsEng to IndEng. The clear correlation with a lower rating
for switched varieties is a relevant point also here with a negative trend visible in the
switch across all attributes.
We can see that for NAm the highest rating overall is on “Articulate”, but clips 4 and
8 on “Likeable” receive a favorable assessment as well. A high rating of likeability
seems to correlate with previous studies on the North American variety. The graph
also helps visualize how the values tied to each of the comedic identities in these
performances affected their evaluation. For example Kane’s sketch of the American
type ties itself to the negative values of being overly eager about social justice, which
the participants of the response test described as “annoying”, “serious”, “offended”
and “white”. Meanwhile Chappelle’s sketch calls forth connections to privilege and
racial tensions, which was described with “foolish”, “middleclass” and “white” but
also positive terms like “calm” and “relaxed”. The most positive and neutral of these
characters is Iglesias’ “down to earth”, “funny” and “relatable” “American”.
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Next we will take an in-depth look into how the heard varieties were evaluated on
attributes by the participants of the response test to compare these with past
literature.
4.2.1.2 Status traits
Comparing Figures 3, 4 and 5 (below) we can see that all three of the attributes that
measured status attributes had a similar evaluation pattern. The colors used to
represent the attributes in sections 4.2.1.1. and 4.2.1.2. will also be used throughout
the rest of the results section to help identify trends within attributes. With all of the
eight videos, clip A, which represented the original variety had a higher evaluation
than clip B, which represented the switched variety. The overall lowest rated original
varieties across all three status attributes were Russell Kane (1A) with Br Eng, Jerry
Rocha (2A) with Southern Us Eng and Dave Chappelle (4A) with AAVE.
Conversely the highest varieties in the status attributes were Trevor Noah (3A) with
SAE, Michael McIntyre (5A) with Br Eng, Russell Peters (6A) with Can Eng, and
Trevor Noah (7a) again with SAE. Again, three out of four of these varieties is
British English based, which supports previous research findings that Br Eng
commands high respect in status traits.
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Figure 3: Rating of the attribute "Intelligent" by all participants

Based on past research it is not surprising that Southern American and African
American would rank lower on status attributes. As has been found in previous
research on standard and nonstandard varieties (see section 2.2.), nonstandard
varieties are usually rated low on status attributes and within the American context
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Southern Us Eng and AAVE are the lowest rated regional and vernacular varieties
and have cultural and phonological connections. The dichotomy of standard vs. nonstandard may have also affected the low ratings of Br Eng for Kane in clip 1A.The
variety that he speaks (though classified as British English here) includes more
nonstandard features (Cockney) than the other English comedian Michael McIntyre.
Cockney is often much lower rated on status than RP.
The highest evaluated switched variety (clips B) on the attribute Intelligence (above
in Figure 3) was surprisingly Ind Eng (3B and 8B), which was rated higher than eg
standard Us Eng (4B). This observation is surprising considering Rampton’s (1995)
finding that Stylized Asian English is associated with simplicity, good-naturedness
and incompetence. However, despite being the highest rated switched variety the
evaluation still falls on the negative side. Rampton’s (1995) findings also date back
almost 40 years, and with India’s current connection to technology (eg the
telecommunications call centers described by Nath 2011) stereotypes may have
shifted especially in relation to the attribute “Intelligence”. We can however see that
this has not correlated into a high rating on the other status attributes (Figures 4 and 5
below).
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Figure 4: Rating of the attribute "Articulate" by all participants

The only pairing of original accent to switched accent, where the switched accent
was rated higher was with comedian 4 on the attribute “Articulate”. Comedian 4
Dave Chappelle originally uses the African American variety and switches to a
standard American accent. This is an interesting observation, as based on part
research we could expect American English to do better than African American
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English on all status attributes, but this was found only above in Figure 4. This is
especially interesting in light of the lexical items considered for the semantic
analysis, which found that clip 4B was connected with the use of swear words and a
variety of contraction like “’em” in place of them and “’scuse me” in place of excuse
me. Us Eng was still the highest rated switch variety. The lowest rated switches (and
the only ones evaluated negatively of all of the varieties) were SAE B (7B) and
Southern Us Eng B (2B), which would correlate well with the point made previously
that nonstandard varieties are rarely rated highly on status attributes. At the other end
of the spectrum, Br Eng and SAE M were evaluated to be the most articulate
varieties (including both A and B varieties), with Can Eng and Us Eng close behind.
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Figure 5: Rating of the attribute "Respected" by all participants

The ratings for the attribute respected (above in Figure 5) were lower than those for
articulate, with all switches falling below the neutral value, and two of the original
varieties also in the neutral zone. The most respected variety was the same as the
most intelligent variety: SAE M (7A). Can Eng (6A) was the second highest on
respected, with Br Eng (5A) only coming in third, though there was not much
difference between the four highest rated varieties. Out of the switched varieties Ind
Eng (3B) was the highest rated, closely followed by Us Eng (4B) and then Scots Eng
(5B).
4.2.1.3 Solidarity traits
If we look at Figures 6, 7 and 8 below, we can see that there is more diversity
between the solidarity traits than there was in the status traits looked at in 4.2.1.1.
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The attribute “Likeable” presented in Figure 6 was the highest rated attribute of all
the six attributes. The fact that the evaluated material was based on comedy most
likely affected this outcome. Evaluation was based on the analysis of characters and
comedy has clearly made the presented personas more likeable, regardless of the
semantic content or the evaluated variety, though there were also differences among
them. For example in all three of the solidarity traits examined in this section
Southern Us Eng B (2B) and SAE B (7B) were rated especially low.
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Figure 6: Rating of the attribute "Likable" by all participants

Overall, there is considerably less difference in clips A and clips B for the attribute
“Likeable”, presented above in Figure 6, than there were for the other attributes,
especially the status attributes. Especially the switch from Can Eng (6) and N Am
Eng (8) to Ind Eng were particularly close between the original and switched variety
on “Likeable”. Indian English, which seems to have a high Likeability rating, as do
Can Eng and N Am Eng. These varieties have also done well on solidarity attributes
in past studies. In opposition to this, Southern Us Eng (2) and SAE (7) have a very
big difference between the original variety and the new variety, where the variety
switches between a mild and broad version. This falls in line with the observation
that the extent of broadness affects the perceived pleasantness of a variety (Giles,
1970: 221). The observation about “Likeable” would also point to there having been
more difference, from a likability viewpoint, between mild and broad varieties of a
variety than there was between different regional varieties, and participants reacted
especially negatively to diglossic switching. Hearing a more local variety that is
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clearly nonstandard and alien to a hearer may have induced a cultural frame-shift of
negative outgroup bias.
Overall in the original variety, the lowest rated comedians for the attribute
“Likeable” were 1, and 2, which correspond to Russell Kane with Br Eng and Jerry
Rocha with Southern Us Eng. Kane’s low rating is clearly connected to the material
of his sketch as his character was described with terms like “impolite”, “obnoxious”
and “rude”. However, overall even the lowest rated clip was rated a 2 out of 5 and
only two of the sixteen varieties (or characters) were evaluated negatively.
The ratings for “Relatable” below in Figure 7 generally looked more like the ratings
for the status attributes than the other solidarity attributes, with their being a clear
drop with all of the comedians from clip A to clip B. However, the ratings for
“relatable” are relatively high with only five varieties falling under the line of neutral
evaluations. The least relatable comedians in their original variety were comedian 2
Jerry Rocha with Southern Us Eng, comedian 3 Trevor Noah with SAE and
comedian 4 Dave Chappelle with AAVE. The low relatability of 2A Jerry Rocha was
interesting as the descriptions participants gave of his character included “normal”,
“relatable” and “average joe”. The reason for the low rating can be ascribed to the
variety he uses. The low rating of Noah likely has to do with the content of the
comedic material as the descriptions of his character, while including high
evaluations of status like “well informed” and “intelligent”, also included
descriptions such as “repetitive” and “boring”. Chappelle’s low relatability rating
does not find much basis in the descriptions as he is describes as “laidback” and
“relaxed” which would seem like traits valuable for solidarity, thus adding credibility
to the observation made about Rocha that used variety affected results.
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Figure 7: Rating of the attribute "Relatable" by all participants

Of all of the attributes, the evaluation of relatable (above in Figure 7) had the biggest
discrepancy between the semantic content and the evaluations by participants. The
ratings also differed more from the other solidarity traits and there was a big
difference between the original characters and the switched characters. For example
1B American English, 5B Scottish English and 7B Black South African English also
received considerably lower ratings than their clip A.
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Figure 8: Rating of the attribute "Kind" by all participants

Figure 8 for the attribute “Kind” shows a similar profile as the attribute “Likeable”
above in Figure 6, excepting some interesting observations. The evaluations of Kind
generally were quite equal between original and switched varieties, and in some
cases the switched variety was even rated higher, clip 2B however skews the overall
average result (Figure 1) in the negative direction. British English Comedian 1
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Russell Kane was rated the lowest on “Kind”, considerably lower than on
“Likeable”. This supports the choice to evaluate separately multiple aspects of social
attractiveness as a person can be (especially within the genre of comedy) likeable
without being kind and vice-versa. Clip 5B Scottish English was also rated lower on
the “Kind” attribute than it was on the “likeable” attribute.
Comedian 6 Peter Russell was also an exception in this attribute as the original
variety Canadian English was rated lower than the new variety Indian English. This
observation seems to correlate with previous studies of Indian English being
associated with kindness and politeness. In relation to Indian characterizations 6B
was the most positively evaluated and it would seem that this type of ethnic
switching between a standard variety and the variety of your heritage was seen as
more valid than crossing, though comedy performance 8 also did not see much
difference between the A and B clips, supporting the previous observation that this
crossing was seen as the most acceptable.
4.2.2

Effect of respondents’ nativeness in English

This section outlines the differences in the attitudes of native speakers of English
against non-native speakers of English (as defined by the participants themselves).
There was a clear difference between these two groups and the evaluation of native
English speakers was more positive than those who did not claim this as part of their
identity. For reasons of clarity this section follows the division into status and
solidarity used earlier. The evaluation of status traits is assessed first in Figures 9 and
10 (below) and solidarity traits after in Figures 11 and 12 (see below). The graphs in
this section all show the amount that evaluations of the two groups have differed
from the overall averages, creating a distinction of ratings being either higher or
lower than the overall rating of all participants. This way of presenting results allows
us to make sense of a large amount of data that is broken down into multiple subcategorizations of identity over the next sections.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the evaluations of native English speakers to the overall average for status
traits

The evaluations of native speakers of English (in Figure 9 above) were in general
more positive than the evaluations of non-native speakers. Native speakers rated
SAE (3 and 7), AAVE (4A), NAm Eng (4, 8), Can Eng (6) and Ind Eng (3B and 8B)
more positively than non-native speakers as can be seen from Figure 9, while
conversely non-native speakers rated Br Eng (1A and 5A), NAm Eng in 1B and
Southern Us Eng (2) more positively than native speakers (see Figure 10 below). The
native speakers of English in this community were clearly more partial for the NAm
Eng varieties. The negative reaction from native speakers to clip 1 may stem from
recognition of the evoked negative stereotypes associated with both Br Eng speakers
and Us Eng speakers in this performance. The negative evaluation of performance 2
most likely ties in to a recognition of the negative stereotypes held about the status of
speakers of the Southern American variety.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the evaluations of non-native English speakers to the overall average for
status traits

In-group membership has been shown to affect evaluations especially related to
solidarity. For native speakers of English, Figure 11 shows a higher positive
evaluation for solidarity traits than Figure 9 showed for status traits with the
respective highest comparison figures being 0.518 to 0.43. These numbers show the
amount that the participants of this subcategory rated higher than all of the
participants together, meaning native English speakers rated the Likeableness of clip
7B 0.518 numbers higher than the average.
We can see a split in opinion over clip 1B in solidarity vs status traits, with native
speakers valuing the solidarity traits for clip 1B, and non-native speakers valuing the
status traits. The number of American English speakers among the participants also
outnumbered the amount of British English speakers 21 to 9 so the support that we
see for NAm Eng under solidarity traits in 1B is partly to be expected. Kane (1)
attacks one general stereotype of Americanism, which though seems to have been
agreed on in terms of lower status evaluation, was supported in solidarity traits.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the evaluations of native English speakers to the overall average for
solidarity traits

In both solidarity and status traits we can clearly see how the ratings were divided
into positive and negative overall evaluation, with only a few exceptions. The high
bar of native speakers in evaluating the Likeability of broad SAE is an interesting
and unexpected exception to note and can be connected to the semantic content.
Comparison of the evaluation of non-native English speakers to the overall average
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Figure 12: Comparison of the evaluations of non-native English speakers to the overall average for
solidarity traits

4.2.3

Observations about the impact of the participant’s native language

This section focuses on observations that were made about the differences between
participants who had different linguistic backgrounds. Eckert (2000: 31) observes
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that within speech communities there is competition among multiple norms. One of
these competing sets of norms of in-group membership among bi-/multiculturals is
between the cultural frames associated with those identities (Dehghani, Khooshabeh,
Nazarian & Gratch 2015). Among the participants of this study, there were clear
differences between speakers who reported being native in different languages. The
graphic below shows the order that speakers of different languages aligned to based
on the ratings that they gave on the comedy acts, in order from most negative
evaluations to most positive evaluations. Only languages that had at least three
speakers within the set of participants were considered here.

Scandinavian Finnish English Russian Chinese Spanish
Figure 13: Native languages of participants ordered from most negatively evaluating participants to
most positively evaluating participants

The differences between speakers of these different languages was made by dividing
the speakers by their native language (those with multiple languages were counted in
all of those languages) and then comparing the rating of this group with those of the
whole set of participants. Unsurprisingly Finnish and English native speakers were
not far from the overall average as they make up the majority of the participants. The
evaluations of native English speakers were examined in the previous section. The
Finnish speakers were most negative in their assessment of the attributes Relatable,
Respected, Intelligent and Kind. Overall the mild SAE of clip 7A, the Can Eng of 6A
and the NAm Eng of 8A were rated positively. Surprisingly the most intelligent
variety was assessed to be the Ind Eng, followed by N Am Eng. Based on previous
research Br Eng would have been expected to be highly rated due to its connections
with education within Finland. This was likely affected by the fact that many of these
Finnish speakers were also bilingual with a non-British English variety. The most
respected variety was Canadian and the most liked variety NAm Eng.
The most negative evaluations of all language groups were given by those of a
Scandinavian background. The most positive evaluations were given by Spanish
natives. However, these two groups were the smallest set of all the native languages
and these results are only suggestive. These two evaluations (most negative and most
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positive among all of the language groups) are presented in tables 7 and 8 below.
There are some interesting observations to be made about these two opposing groups.

Clip
1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B
7A
7B
8A
8B

Variety Intelligent
BR
-1.542
AME
-0.444
STH
0.194
STH B
-0.486
SAE
0.347
IND
-0.528
AAVE
-0.625
AME
-0.139
BR
-0.125
SCOTS
-0.708
CAN
0.125
IND
-0.250
SAE
-0.653
SAE B
-0.625
AME
0.194
IND
-0.778

Scandinavian
Articulate Respected Likable Relatable Kind
-1.194
-1.236 -1.361
-1.153 -0.431
-0.944
-0.500 -0.431
-0.361 -0.361
0.931
0.167
0.389
0.431 0.194
0.194
-0.028 -0.250
-0.694 -0.167
0.028
-0.569 -1.625
0.111 -0.500
-0.736
0.528
0.056
-0.306 0.111
-0.389
-0.514 -1.167
-1.375 -0.944
0.208
-0.444 -1.000
-0.611 0.042
0.167
0.000 -0.333
0.125 -0.111
-1.264
-1.403 -2.042
-0.986 -0.903
0.264
0.222 -0.236
-0.250 0.639
0.000
-0.556 -0.653
-0.667 0.292
-0.111
-0.917 -1.292
-1.222 -0.806
-1.111
-0.903 -1.431
-1.069 -0.986
0.000
0.083 -0.042
-1.500 0.069
-0.903
-1.139
0.264
-0.417 0.264

Table 7: Comparison of the evaluations by speakers with a Scandinavian mother tongue to the
evaluation of all participants

As we can see above in Table 7 above, the participants that had a Scandinavian
language (Swedish or Danish) as their native tongue were fairly negative in their
evaluations compared with the overall evaluations of all participants. The two
languages were pooled together into Scandinavian languages as the two countries
share much of their cultural history and the languages are also closely related, to the
point of being somewhat mutually intelligible. The most negative evaluations here
tend towards the attributes “Respected”, “Likeable” and “Relatable”, while
Articulate is given a more positive evaluation. Especially negatively the
Scandinavian speakers rated performances of a more brash nature, holding a special
disliking for clips Br Eng (1A), Scot Eng (5B) and SAE (7A and 7B). The values
held in these four clips were clearly not compatible with the identity of the
Scandinavian speakers who described 1A with “authority resisting”, “needs to be
liked”; 5B with “nationalistic”, “confused” and “over-exaggerated”; and 7B with
“stupid”, “narrow-minded”, “corrupt”, “suspicious” and “scandalous”.
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Clip
1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B
7A
7B
8A
8B

Variety Intelligent
BR
0.458
AME
-0.194
STH
0.694
STH B
1.514
SAE
0.347
IND
0.472
AAVE
0.375
AME
1.611
BR
0.375
SCOTS
-0.458
CAN
0.125
IND
1.000
SAE
0.597
SAE B
1.125
AME
0.944
IND
1.472

Spanish
Articulate Respected Likable Relatable Kind
0.056
0.514
0.139
-0.903 0.819
-0.194
0.000
0.319
0.139 0.639
0.681
1.167
0.889
0.681 1.194
0.694
1.222
1.750
2.056 1.333
0.778
0.431
0.375
0.861 0.750
1.014
0.278
0.556
1.694 0.361
0.861
0.736
0.333
0.875 1.056
0.958
0.556
1.000
0.639 0.542
0.417
0.250
0.167
0.125 0.389
-1.014
-0.403 -1.542
0.514 -0.403
0.514
0.472
0.264
0.750 0.639
0.500
0.944
1.097
2.083 0.542
0.639
0.583
0.458
0.528 0.944
0.389
0.847
1.569
1.431 1.264
0.250
0.583
0.458
1.250 0.319
0.597
1.111
0.514
1.833 0.014

Table 8: Comparison of the evaluations by speakers with Spanish as a mother tongue to the
evaluation of all participants

At the other end of the evaluation scale the speakers of Spanish were very generous
in their assessments. Offsetting the positivity was a strong negative reaction to the
likeability of Scot Eng which was rated a whole one and a half number lower than
the average and described with terms like “crazy”, “loud”, and being a variety that
the participant had no connection to. This variety was clearly seen negatively as the
only attribute that achieved positive evaluation was relatableness. Another very
interesting point to notice is that the Spanish speakers (who both claimed an
American English variety as theirs) rated the broad variety of Southern American
much higher than other participants (a whole two numbers higher on relatable)
though the performance characterized this persona as being racist towards Hispanics.
Their understanding for this character was clear also in their descriptions of “honest
on opinion”, “creative jokes” and “well-done character”. These views lend credibility
to the role that standup comedy has in discussing inappropriate and taboo topics in a
way that can construe new meanings in a local context.
Another highly interesting observation was that Chinese speakers (a total of 5
participants) rated the three white speakers higher than the average (comedians 1, 2
and 5) and other ethnic speakers lower regardless of the variety they used. The white
comedians were described with words like “calm”, “polite”, “intelligent”, “good
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sense of humor”, “trusthworthy”, “kind” while the ethnic speakers were described
with “stupid”, “weird”, “seems cold”, “rude”, “annoying” and the use of ethnicity
labels.
Though the results of this section are only suggestive in that the number of
participants for all categories is not wide, the results do make it clear that the group
of participants should not be considered together as one uniform entity, but that
clearly their linguistic background does affect their understandings of the different
varieties of English and the different performances. This trend is also visible in the
next section when we take a look at the correlation between a speaker’s own variety
and the variety used by the performer.
4.2.4

Effect of a correlation between the heard variety and the
participants’variety

Dehghani et al. (2015) showed in their study on the cognitive workings of framing
that an accent can trigger a frame-shift in biculturals as a social identity is made more
prominent by hearing the variety it connects to (though it must be remembered that
there is variation in how different groups evaluate their own speech group). Based on
this assumption, and other studies on the connections of ethnocentrism to positive
evaluation, it was hypothesized that a correlation between hearing one’s own variety
and rating it favorably would exist in the data. Indeed it was found that the speaker’s
background variety affected the rating. The results of the study in this sector are not
conclusive due to the small number of responses in some categories, but overall we
can draw some general insights to support the conclusions of other researchers.
If people generally rate their own native variety higher, we could expect to see this
translate into a high evaluation here (see eg Garrett, 2010 or Nelson, Signorella &
Botti 2016). The high rating should be especially true for solidarity traits (Dragojevic
et al. 2016: 68). In general it would seem that in the results of my study, the
correlation of a participant hearing their own variety in the comedy sketch did indeed
positively influence evaluations, with a few notable exceptions. The comparison of
this correlation compared with the overall average rating given by all participants is
shown below in Table 9. This data considers all the varieties that were reported by
participants if there was a matching variety within the evaluation material of the
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response test. As was mentioned, when going into this level of detail the amount of
participants becomes relatively small and some of the varieties (namely African
American, Canadian, Scottish and Southern Us Eng) were only reported by one
participant in the total set of 72 participants. Their evaluations are also shown here,
but caution should be taken in drawing any further conclusions from such a limited
data set.
Comparison of a correlation between the heard variety and the participant's variety
variety
Intelligent Articulate Respected Likable Relatable Kind
African American
0.875
0.611
0.736
0.083
0.875 1.556
American
0.048
0.187
0.044
0.160
0.072 0.128
British
0.131
0.290
0.203
0.135
0.075 0.074
Canadian
-0.875
1.014
-0.778
0.014
1.250 1.611
Indian
-0.435
-1.213
-0.639 -0.861
0.204 0.944
Scottish
0.292
-0.264
0.097
1.458
0.514 2.347
South African
-0.144
0.185
0.204
0.134
0.273 0.014
Southern (US)
0.104
0.063
0.569
1.819
1.493 0.639
* Only one set of input values for a correlation

*

*
*
*

Table 9: Comparison of the correlation between the heard variety and the participant's variety to the
average rating by all participants

One important observation to note at the very outset is that in the comedy material
Scottish and Indian English were presented only in clips that were used as the
switched variety, but not as an original variety. As we saw in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
the clips that represented the speaker’s original variety were generally rated higher
than the clips that were using a switched variety. However, looking at the difference
between how Scottish and Indian English were evaluated by native speakers of that
variety, we can see a clear difference in their attitudes towards others using their
variety. The users of Indian English rated the correlation with someone using their
variety a lot more negatively than the user of Scottish English.
For example participant 1A2 with a Bengali background describes clip 8B as
(2) “Too dumb: Cannot represent the whole country”.
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Comparison of correlation to nocorrelation by attribute "Intelligent"

African American
American
British
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Scottish
South African
Southern (US)
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Figure 14: Comparison of correlations between the heard variety and the participant's variety for the
attribute Intelligent

Evaluations of Intelligence (above in Figure 14) however usually tended to support
the positive effect of hearing one’s own variety. For example participant 2A4 of an
American background described clip 1B as “clever” which stands in stark contrast to
general observations of this character being stupid and uneducated. Participants with
a Br Eng background also found their variety more intelligent than NAm Eng
speakers found their respective variety, again reflecting past findings about these two
varieties.
The negative feelings towards crossing into an Indian variety that participant 1A2
held were also echoed by participant 2A10 (also Bengali) who describes the switch
of SAE (clip 3A) to Ind Eng (3B) with word such as “racist”, “aggressive”, “weird”
and “impolite”. However she found the switch Cen Eng (in clip 6A) to Ind Eng (6B)
much more acceptable describing 6A as:
(3) “relatable, sarcastic and genuine”

In the analysis of the effect the semantic content had on evaluations in section 4.2.1.1
it was noted that ethnic switching was found more appropriate by all of the
participants, and the above comments about crossing (in clip 3) and ethnic switching
(clip 6) support this finding. In addition, participant 2A10 (Bengali) stated that she
found the use of Ind Eng in clip 6B a “little bit” offensive. About the crossing in clip
8 she says she found it to be
(1) “funny, nice and friendly”,

while the switch that participant 1A2 found distasteful in clip 8 she found
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(2) “funny, a little stupid but relatable”.

These observations clarify the arguments that a) crossing is not seen as completely
acceptable by the owners of the crossing variety in all circumstances, but that there
are restrictions to which topics and situations are acceptable, and that b) what is
acceptable for one hearer may not be acceptable for another.
Relatability (Figure 15) was the only attribute that all of the participants rated higher
than the overall rating if they themselves spoke the same variety. The positive effect
ranged from a mild increase to an increase of rating up to 1.5 numbers higher. The
participant who claimed Southern Us Eng as their own rated much higher than the
total set of all participants did for this variety. This may however be connected to the
low rating that this variety achieved among the total population of participants.
However, the high rating of the participant with a Can Eng background was also
significantly higher despite this variety achieving high evaluations throughout.
Comparison of correlation to nocorrelation by attribute Relatable

African American
American
British
Canadian
Indian
Scottish
South African
Southern (US)
0
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1.5
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Figure 15: Comparison of correlations between the heard variety and the participant's variety for the
attribute Relatable

Evaluations for the attribute Articulate are given below in Figure 16. Interestingly
British participants again rate their own variety higher on status traits than NAm Eng
speakers. Participant 3A5 with a Canadian background described Can Eng clip 6A
as:
(1) “clear and concise”

suggesting that the pleasant acoustic variables of her own variety were among her
motivating factors for giving the Canadian variety a 5/5 on “Articulate”. Solidarity
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for her own variety would have presumably been the motivation behind rating a 5/5
for “Relatable” while the comparatively low rating of a 2/5 for “Kind” may have
been motivated by the semantic content of the sketch.
Comparison of correlation to nocorrelation by attribute Articulate
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Figure 16: Comparison of correlations between the heard variety and the participant's variety for the
attribute Articulate

The descriptions given by the participants who had correlations with the heard
varieties suggest that though the content of the performances affected their
evaluation to an extent in some cases, the overall effect on evaluations was in the
positive direction. The evaluation of the attribute “Likeable” is shown in figure 17
below. Participant 3A1 with a Scottish background rates clip 5B a 5/5 on likeable
and kind and describes the clip as “proud and silly” comparing to some of the general
descriptions that ranged along the lines of angry, opinionated, braggy and patriotic.

Comparison of correlation to nocorrelation by attribute Likable

African American
American
British
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Indian
Scottish
South African
Southern (US)
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Figure 17: Comparison of correlations between the heard variety and the participant's variety for the
attribute Likable
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The Indian variety was the only one to be rated lower by participants with a
correlating variety to the heard variety for the attribute Likeable. Similarly the
attribute Kindness (below in Figure 18) was not seen favorably by South Asian
participants. Kindness was also the only solidarity trait that was evaluated negatively
by more than one group (more than just South Asians). As mentioned above in the
discussion of Can Eng in connection to Articulate, the negative evaluation of Can
Eng here was likely affected by the semantic content of the performance in question.
Interestingly speakers of Br Eng also did not find their own variety especially Kind.
The Br Eng variety has not often been connected to Kindness, for example regional
varieties of the British Isles are often evaluated to be kinder and more likeable than
speakers of RP.

Comparison of correlation to nocorrelation by attribute Kind
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American
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Figure 18: Comparison of correlations between the heard variety and the participant's variety for the
attribute Kind

Status traits were found to have more variation between varieties than solidarity traits
in the overall results of all participants, and the same was true in groups where there
was a correlation of heard and spoken variety. Like the other status attributes,
Respected (below in Figure 19) is also seen as negative by more than one group of
speakers. For the solidarity traits there was clearly a stronger correlation as for one
attribute all evaluations were positive, and for the second seven of eight groups
evaluated positively and for the third six of eight evaluated postively.
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Comparison of correlation to nocorrelation by attribute Respected
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Figure 19: Comparison of correlations between the heard variety and the participant's variety for the
attribute Respected

The graphs included here combined the mild and broad varieties of South African
Eng and Southern Us Eng, but if we divide it between them into the mild and broad
varieties, the ratings diverge even more from the general average ratings of all
participants. The broad Southern Us Eng was evaluated much higher on all attributes
by the participant who also identified with the variety. South African participant 2A5
rated the White South African variety highly describing it as “clear”. The rating for
the Black South African variety was especially highly rated in comparison to the
general rating, with four ratings of 5 and two ratings of 4 for “Intelligent” and
“Kind”. The participant also describes clip 7B as
(2) “well-crafted character, genuine”

giving evidence that there was indeed a recognition of the local values tied to the
variety and character.
Participant 1A3 was considered in the graphs of this section as representing “African
American” as she claims both the American variety and an African language as her
own. It was observed that she rated clip 3A relatively highly, clip 7A relatively
highly, and clip 4A relatively highly. She however gave clip 7B a low rating. We can
lend credibility to these observations also from another participant whose results
were not considered in the above graphs, as participant 2B5 with a non-native
English background but with an African language as his mother tongue, rated clip 4A
5/5 on all attributes and describes Dave Chappelle as a “great man”. He however also
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describes clip 7B as “cringe” and did not seem to have any special bond to a mild
SAfE.
4.2.5

Effect of respondents’ bilingualism

This section divides the participants according to whether the participants claimed
more than one language as a native language. As mentioned in section 3.2., a strict
definition of bilingualism was applied in this study to distinguish speakers who were
native of one language from those who were native speakers of two or three
languages, with “monolingual” referring only to “natively monolingual” and
“bilingual” to “natively fluent in more than one language”. Bilingual speakers have
been shown to be more responsive to code-switching (Romaine 1995). We could
expect that speakers with a wider linguistic capacity to switch between languages to
be more open to variety switching as well, which was visible in the results of the
evaluations.
Comparing the evaluations given by these subcategories of participants between the
original variety and the switched variety (below in Table 10), we can see that there
were differences in the evaluation of the attributes between monolinguals and
bilinguals. Overall regardless of switching bilinguals were more positive on status
traits, while monolinguals were more positive on solidarity traits. Bilinguals also
preferred the switched variety (or clip B) in “Respected” and “Likeable”, while
monolinguals were more positive in the other attributes.
Averages of monolinguals and bilinguals in clips A and B
Intelligent Articulate Respected Likable Relatable
A
3.5609
3.8173
3.4744 3.9135
3.4231
monolinguals
B
2.4071
3.1218
2.6474 3.2532
2.6122
A
3.6553
3.8902
3.6023 3.8068
3.2727
bilinguals
B
2.6667
3.0758
2.7879 3.3106
2.6023

Kind
3.4199
2.9455
3.4962
2.9848

Table 10: Averages of all attributes by monolinguals and bilinguals in comparing the original variety
to the switched variety

4.2.6

Effect of respondents’ gender

The final section of the numeric results looks into the final subcategory of identity
that participants identified: gender. The effect of gender was found to be a factor in
the results. The graph shows how the evaluation changes for the group of status and
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solidarity traits based on gender, which can be seen in Figure 20 below. Overall
females evaluated the varieties more positively than males. Eckert (2000: 11) states
that women tend to have a wider stylistic range. As switching can also be construed
as a stylistic device it is logical that women found the use of switching to be more
positive and acceptable.
0.300

Comparison of the evaluation of female participants to male participants
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Figure 20: Comparison of the evaluation by females to the evaluation by all participants for status
attributes

As we can see in Figures 20 (above), the exceptions to women evaluating more
positively than men were the Scottish variety (5B), African American Vernacular
English (4A), its switch in the standard American variety (4B), and the local variety
of the Southern dialect (2B). Varieties linked to values of toughness have often been
linked to male use, such as Rampton’s (1995) linking of creole (associated with
coolness, antagonism and toughness) to male use. The varieties that are more
positively evaluated by men in this study seem to also fall into this category and the
content of these particular sketches also exude toughness and hard values: Scottish
nationalistic pride in telling the British to piss off (5B), feeling threatened with a loss
of power and control to other ethnicities (2B), and using drugs and dealing with the
police (4). Men’s language use also tends to be more nonstandard and the varieties
they evaluated more positively here (excepting the Us Eng of clip 4B) are all also
nonstandard varieties. The NAm Eng used in clip 1B seemed to split participants
with males favoring the solidarity traits and the females the status traits. This may
also be tied to the rebelling act performed by the comedian in this clip.
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4.3 Results of the open questions
The questions presented at the end of the study focused on gathering more
information on the personal aspects of variety switching. The results gave more
insight into the opinions and personal beliefs of the participants in regards to the
phenomenon. It is hardly surprising in the context of this study which was centered
around the genre of comedy that “comedy”, “joking” and “for fun” were among the
most cited reasons for using variety switching. However, there were many other
insightful comments and opinions that were pooled together into broader categories
and will be presented in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
4.3.1

Perceptions of switching in comedy

The first part of the open ended questions asked the participants of the study to
consider the question “What do you think are the reasons comedians switch between
different accents?” The question aimed to gather as much information as possible
about the perceptions of the respondents by asking them to answer in an open ended
format. As noted earlier in section 2.2 it is perhaps easier for participants to consider
the reasons why a professional comedian would use a certain language feature, than
considering their own language use. It has been noted multiple times throughout the
study that we may not have accurate perceptions about our own language use, and
even if we do, we may not be willing to admit to some of our most secret thoughts
for the interview of a researcher.
The reasons that participants listed for comedians using switching were gathered
together and combined into categories to see what the most prominent results were.
This information is gathered together below in Table 11. The number of times a
certain reason was named as an answer to the question is visible in the right columns
of the graph. The table also includes detail on which subcategories the participants
that gave a particular reason belonged to. To facilitate a faster appreciation of the
detail in the table the results are also color coded, where a higher number of times a
reason was listed gives it a darker color. It is also important to note that the absolute
number of times a reason was listed in certain subcategories is not as important as the
order of occurrence as the subgroups did not include the same number of
participants. The subcategories that were included were whether a participant
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belonged to the group that was native in English (Group A) or the group that was not
native in English (Group B), whether a participant was a female (F) or a male (M),
and whether the speakers had reported being native in more than one language
(Bilinguals) or being native in only one language (monolinguals).
Reasons for comedians using other accents

Total

A

For comedy/to entertain
To stereotype (positive or negative)
Create distance/contrast
Tell a story / be more interesting
Be more relatable/proximity to audience
Building a character
Break/Laugh at/expose stereotype
Impersonation/imitation
Highlight differences
Being someone else / playing with identities
Mock/criticize
Describe people
Embrace the unknown
Be more realistic
Emphasize a point/make an impact
Save time
Risk offending someone
Exaggerate
Enjoy themselves
Provoke / get a reaction
Skillful/impressive
Address bigger issues/controversial issues
Feels more natural/comfortable
Bring out own culture / ethnicity
Tied to social circles

36
32
18
15
14
10
10
9
9
7
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

15 21 24 12
11 21 18 14
6 12 11 7
7 8 8 7
10 4 12 2
4 6 4 6
3 7 6 4
4 5 5 4
4 5 6 3
3 4 5 2
3 3 5 1
1 5 2 4
4 2 4 2
2 3 4 1
3 2 4 1
3 2 1 4
3 1 4
2 1 3
3
2 1
2 1 2 1
2 1 3
1 1 2
1 1 1 1
1 1
2
2
1 1

B

F

M

Bilinguals

Monolinguals

16
15
6
8
9
3
4
5
4
2
4
1
5
2
4
3
3
2
3
3
2
1
1
1
1

20
17
12
7
5
7
6
3
5
5
2
5
1
3
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Table 11: Reasons given by participants for comedians using switching in their comedy

As to be expected when the study explicitly focused on comedy, this reason was
listed as the number one reason. As pertains to any study focusing on language
attitudes, stereotypes (including attaching a linguistic variety to both positive and
negative features that are commonly associated with it) were second on the list of
reasons. Interestingly however, the third most listed reason was different for native
speakers of English and for nonnative speakers. Group A, which consisted of native
English speakers, thought that using an accent could most likely be for trying to be
more relatable or to try and create proximity to the listening audience. Meanwhile
Group B, the non-native speakers found that using an accent was most likely used in
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juxtaposition of characters or character and comedian. This reflects trends that we
saw in the numerical data in section 4.2.3, where native speakers and non-native
speakers viewed variety switching differently.
Many of the aims of standup comedy were also listed by the participants as being
reasons why comedians would want to employ switching between varieties. These
included: breaking or laughing at stereotypes, telling a story or fictionalizing,
building a character (one of the core features of standup comedy), impersonation,
mocking, criticizing, describing others, embracing the unknown, exaggerating,
bringing out one’s own culture or addressing bigger or controversial issues. There are
also correlations to the use of styling practices studied by Bucholtz (2002) in liveaction role-playing games or by Coupland (2001) in radio-talk. Styling is identified
as legitimate in radio-talk, where entertaining the audience takes precedence over
other matters like the authenticity or accuracy of the message. Bucholtz (2002: 240)
identifies fast characterization as a use of styling (through variety switching) and
saving time and building a character were both uses identified by the participants.
Coupland’s definition of styling is “deploying culturally familiar styles and
identities” (2001: 345). This has to be considered a fundamental aim of switching in
standup comedy. Projecting an “inauthentic identity” gives comics a license to say
more than would be otherwise acceptable, similarly as the youth in Rampton’s
(1995) study had more license to use crossing when it was done within parameters
where it was clear that no claims of ownership were laid on the crossing variety.
Coupland (2001: 350) also however says that crossing requires the audience to be
enculturated so as to understand what the authentic values are beneath the inauthentic
projection. The participants of the study recognized this aspect as well stating that
switching is connected to social circles.
4.3.2

Are you a switcher?

The second question that the participants were asked to consider was whether they
themselves used variety switching and to detail how they themselves used the feature
in their language. Most of the participants identified using switching themselves, and
some said friends or family practiced switching. Some of the examples provided by
participants also confirmed that their switching was indeed not restricted to varieties
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that they had grown up knowing, but also included crossing into the varieties of
others. These varieties included eg. Jamaican, British, American, African, Indian,
Celtic, Southern American, New York and Filipino varieties, as well as English with
Russian, Finnish, European (Italian, Spanish, German, Swedish, French), Egyptian
and Arabic accents.
Table 12 below details the reasons given for using switching. As in Table 11 above,
the relative frequencies of the reasons that participants listed as an answer for the
question are shown. The answers have been divided between the different
subcategories of identity that had been collected from the participants in the
background section of the study, the categories of this table are the same as Table 11
above.
Comments about real life usage:

Jokes / for fun /comedy
Specific accent for specific trait /
stereotyping
Imitating / impersonation
Highlight aspects of own culture
Tied to social circles
Other languages
Accommodation
Highlight aspects of other culture
To get a point across
To tell a story
Not always “real accents”
Unintentional
To relate to something
To relax
Defuse tense/uncomfortable situations
To hide own accent
Express yourself
To make fun of self
Imitating teachers/school environment
May have "rubbed off"
To better understand what I am trying
to do
In normal conversations too

Total A B
F
M Bilinguals Monolinguals
26
8 18 14 12
8
18
14
12
12
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

5
5
3
3
2
2
3
4
2
4
2

2
1
1
2

2
2

1

9
7
9
4
5
4
3
2
3
1
2
3
3
3
1
1
2
1

2
1

9
7
8
6
4
5
4
5
3
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
2
2
1

5
5
4
1
3
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1

1

1
1

2
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

2
1

1

4
7
4
2
4
3
3
3
3
4
2
1

2
2

Table 12: Reasons given by participants for using switching in their own language use

The acceptability of crossing behavior was stated to be tied to social circles, for
example participant 2B3 states she only uses “accents […] with good friends”. The

10
5
8
5
3
3
3
3
2
1
2
2
3
3
1
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higher acceptability of crossing within close amicable social circles was also a key finding in
Rampton’s (1995) research. Another connection here to Rampton’s findings is that the

uses he found for crossing in Stylized Asian English were to highlight deference,
politeness or incomprehension, while the uses for creole were to portray toughness,
coolness, antagonism or rebelling. Similarly, as can be seen at the top of Table 12,
the participants of the study said they use variety switching to portray a specific trait
associated with that variety. As was mentioned in the discussion of bilingual
switching in section 2.1 bilingual code-switching also happened in the speech of the
participants, but variety switching also included features that have been documented
in code-switching such as the practice also happening in normal conversation, it
being reflexive, and that its use may differ between domains (eg “different at home
than outside the home”). Participants also highlighted that what they were speaking
in crossing was not always a “real accent”. In a similar vein Rampton (1995) also
found pseudo-words and phrases to figure in crossing habits.
Accent performance has also been connected to creating characters, fictionalizing,
displaying stances, intertextuality and humor that can create, enforce or subvert
social organization. These uses were also found in the personal uses of variety
switching, especially participants listed impersonation, telling a story, getting a point
across, joking, making fun of self, expressing one’s self, and defusing tense or
uncomfortable situations. There are also two different types of references to the local
meaning crossing has been adapted for as participants note multiple times that
switching is tied to their social circles and that local characters and environments
play a big role in the topics and settings of switching.
As a final observation I would like to pinpoint one particular reason of switching,
which also highlights the contextual significance of switching: to hide one’s own
accent. The desirability or undesirability of a specific accent is situational and
accents that are desirable in one context may not be in another, eg white prestigious
accents can be stigmatized in predominantly black environments (see Soudien &
Botsis 2011 or Khanna & Johnson 2010). Being categorized a non-native of English
may be damaging in some environments (see Harrison 2014, Charkraborty 2017,
Riches & Foddy 1989 or Nath 2011) but any accent can be stigmatized (Giles &
Powesland 1975) and a native speaker accent may even be the stigmatized variant in
some cases (Sung 2016). This is especially revealing in the comment of one
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participant who claims to use variety switching to cover her accent, but by switching
out of a standard North American variety with the aim to deflect associated traits.
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5

Discussion

5.1 Variety Switching and Crossing – how are they used?
This study set out to answer the questions: Are “variety switching” and “crossing”
prevalent in the language of the participants, and if so in what contexts are they
potentially used? How is using these features perceived? It is clear from the results,
especially of the open questions, that both of these linguistic devices were indeed
part of the linguistic repertoire of the participants, both in the international high
school community as well as among some of the participants with a similar
background in the control group. Generally the participants who denied using variety
switching in their own repertoire linked it to their lack of skill in this area, such as
example (4):
(3) “I can’t do cool accents, so I don’t”.

This statement also conveys a certain attitude of respect towards those who do use
variety switching. There were clear differences between the attitudes of different
participants towards switching and as not everyone uses switching in their own
repertoire, most people found it easier to discuss the possible intentions of the
comedians in using these variety switches than to reflect on their personal language
use. Despite positive connotations the feature was also linked strongly to negative
practices like negative stereotyping as well, and some of the participants connected
the practice with offensive behavior. In the responses of the participants, we can also
see that their uses of switching varied with the values they aimed to align themselves
with in different contexts.
Of the three types of accent switches considered in this study it would seem that
overall the type of switching that was most acceptable to the participants of the study
were crossing and ethnic switching, which was seen as the most positive type. The
crossing included switching between two prestigious standard varieties (Br Eng and
NAmEng) that were of approximately equal status (performance 1), switching from a
nonstandard variety into a standard variety (AAVE to NAmEng) (performance 4),
and switching from a more prestigious variety into a less prestigious variety (Br Eng
to Scot Eng in performance 5 and NAmEng to Ind Eng in performance 8). Of the
three types of crossing the switch into a standard variety was decidedly the best
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received and the only type of switching that was not received negatively.
Interestingly the least positively received was the switch between two standard
varieties, but based on the semantic analysis of the content in performance 1 this was
connected to the fact that the performance evoked negative aspects of the stereotypes
attached to Br Eng and NAm Eng. This observation adds credit to Rampton’s (1995)
finding on crossing that though amicable and provocative uses both occurred,
acceptability was more liberal in amicable uses. Crossing was also found to be more
acceptable within one’s own network, both in Rampton’s study and in this study.
Diglossic switching was consistently evaluated the least favorably.
At its root switching practices signal familiarity with more than one variety, language
or culture. The mere practice of switching therefore signals familiarity with these
topics, and can be used to index that a speaker is a member of these kinds of
communities. This familiarity with multiple value systems is also valuable in the
discussion and examination of social tensions and inequalities. Rooting one’s identity
in a multi-ethnic community can for example be used to signal solidarity, much like
Iglesias in performance 8 signals a mutual predicament among different minorities
with his use of first minor accent modification in a nonstandard ethnic direction and
then with crossing.

5.2 How do background factors affect
The second question that my research set out to answer was: How does the linguistic
background (native tongue and English variety) and gender of the participants affect
their perceptions of the different varieties of English used in the standup comedy acts
presented in the response test, taking into consideration the possible effects of the
semantic content of the script? Hall-Lew and Yaegor-Dror (2014: 5) state that within
new perspectives on linguistic variation a key concern is with intersectionality and
this study set out to take a closer look at how the intersection of different facets of
identity affected attitudes. Variation within a social group can be explained by diving
into the subcategories it comprises. Thus to answer the research question, the
evaluations, descriptions and responses of the 72 participants were divided into
subcategories and examined in relation to how they changed comparing to the total
population. It was clear that all of the categorizations that were applied showed
variation between groups.
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Eckert (2000: 31) posits that there are always multiple competing norms within a
community that may falsely be thought of as a unity. Looking at the separate
background factors of the participants’ there were differences in their attitudes
towards different varieties. Females evaluated higher than males, bilingual speakers
evaluated higher than monolingual speakers, native English speakers rated higher
than non-native English speakers. Of all of the different native speaker groups,
speakers of Spanish evaluated highest, while speakers of Scandinavian languages
rated lower than the average. Thus a bilingual female speaker of Spanish and English
rated higher than for example a monolingual female speaker of Finnish or a bilingual
male speaker of Finnish and Swedish.
Identity management can include strategies of passing, covering or highlighting
certain aspects of identity that are desirable in the current context (Khanna &
Johnson 2010). All three of these strategies were listed by participants as uses of
variety switching, and based on the responses to the open ended questions it was
concluded that switching was indeed a feature actively interpreted for identity
construction in the local community. Highlighting or downplaying cultural symbols
and selective association with non-endemic varieties through crossing were identified
as especially fruitful identity management practices for the participants. Variety
switching, whether in the genre of comedy or in everyday language, was used for
identification and dis-identification from values and stereotypes attached to different
varieties.
To better understand the varieties and the stereotypes connected to them that are
present in my data, I took a closer look at a multitude of studies on language attitudes
towards different varieties of English (see section 2.2). This gave me the opportunity
to see whether the attitudes found in past literature matched with the attitudes
expressed by the participants of the response test. Some correlations were found to
previous studies, such as the positive evaluation of varieties with connections to
British English and the negative evaluation of nonstandard varieties such as AAVE
or Southern Us Eng. In this study the strongest support from participants was for the
status traits of Br Eng, which was also described as being used for identifying as
“upper-class”, “educated” and “smart”. The rating of NAm Eng varieties were not
uniformly rated as highly, but the descriptions attached to these varieties did conform
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to past findings with items like “cool”, “confident” and “laidback”. However UsEng
was also connected to “stupid” and especially in the first performance negative traits
of both British and American stereotypes were recognized. The likeableness of
Scottish English was also recognized by the participants, though the more relevant
connection identified was with its affiliation to nationalistic tendencies. The
evaluation of Southern Us Eng was unable to escape its ties to the rural and
traditionalistic that has been the main finding on the variety in language attitude
research in the past. The accent features of the local Finnish language also functioned
as a traditional low variety for these speakers who associated switching to Finnish
accented speech with “slowness” and “not being educated”.
However there were also findings that did not confirm previous findings such as the
high intelligence rating of Indian English and the higher than expected status rating
of AAVE. Though AAVE did not outperform the other varieties, it was nevertheless
rated higher than NAm Eng on intelligence in performance 4. The open responses
from the participants also highlighted some very specific uses for varieties of
English. Participant 2B14 lists nine different varieties of English that he occasionally
crosses into of which all but one were varieties of English his classmates used.
Meanwhile some of the uses listed for crossing were surprisingly specific; participant
3B10 states that he relieves pressure by using a stylized Italian accented variety of
English. The varieties of English studied here clearly have some globally known
associations that remained consistent in the attitudes of the participants, but also local
and context specific ones.
The results also reinforced the view that status and solidarity aspects of a variety may
be viewed differently from each other, but there were also clear indications that not
all of the factors within these dimensions will be analysed uniformly.

5.3 Variety switching in comedy
The final research question I set out to answer was: Do the perceptions of switching
and crossing by comedians in this study correlate with previous findings of how
these same accents are perceived, or does the comedy situation and variety switching
affect our understanding or perception of the accents? Based on the evaluations of
the participants it was concluded that comedy changed perceptions of the different
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varieties, but there were also correlations to previous research. One of the most
noticeable effects was in the positive evaluation of the likeability of any used variety.
Comedy also played the role of either intensifying or diminishing the effect of the
aspects of identity they were associated with. One clear example of this is in the low
ratings given for performance 1 which called forth negative assumptions of Br Eng
and NAmEng. These same varieties were evaluated much more positively in other
performances that attached to more positive values. It was also found that the
standup comedy performances analyzed here aligned with previous research on the
role of comedy in adjusting, breaking or reinforcing the stereotypes it involved.
Comedy was also used as a mediating force in discussing sensitive topics.
It was also noted that switching of any type changed perceptions of the varieties it
involved. In all circumstances regardless of the varieties involved or their level of
prestige the variety that was used “in-authentically” in the switch was evaluated less
favorably. There was also an insinuation that the evaluations of the switched variety
may also be affected by the variety it was “compared to” in the original performance.
This however would need to be confirmed with more instances and possibly with a
text that does not influence the evaluations with linguistic content.
Though the semantic content of performances and their effect on evaluations was
also looked into, it was clear that a one to one correlation between evaluations and
the semantic content of the performances did not exist. This finding supports
previous research that found accent a more influential factor than content though
within the genre of comedy the content also had influences. The influence was
stronger when it called to the forefront certain parts of a stereotype that were already
held by the participants.
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6

Conclusions

The focus of this study was on the category of variety switching examining different
types of switches, their use and their acceptability. Through the evaluations given by
participants in a response test, it was found that crossing was viewed almost as
positively as switching between ethnic varieties that speakers had a connection to,
but less positively than diglossic switching into a more non-standard regional variety.
The study also showed that the uses participants listed for variety switching aligned
with ones that have been found in research into bilingual switching, and that one of
the most prominent uses of switching was in comedy that brings to the forefront
ethnic or nationalistic tensions, among other taboo topics. The use and perception of
switching was also shown to vary based on the background of the participants, who
also used switching to align themselves with different ideals, groups and cultures in
varying contexts.
One strength of this study was that language use and identity management were
studied in a type of linguistic community, which has been researched less: a multivariety contact community. In addition the amount of data that was gathered was
extensive and examined many sides of the studied features due to combination of
multiple methods, both qualitative and quantitative. In this sense the study is an indepth genre specific look into the reasons for using the phenomenon of variety
switching within a specific community of mixed backgrounds.
The biggest limitation of this study is that it is not possible to determine whether the
evaluations given by participants here were based specifically on their understanding
of the comedy material, or of the varieties they heard, or their evaluations of the
personalities of the comedians themselves. Some conclusions about the relative
weight of the possible influences were drawn based on the semantic content and on
past research into attitudes on these same varieties, but there cannot be any definite
answers. The results that have been drawn from this study cannot also say much
about the pervasiveness of the studied switching features as the questions asked from
participants centered on the uses and format of switching rather than on measuring
how often switching is used. To be able to measure the pervasiveness of variety
switching behaviors such as Rampton’s crossing further research would have to be
conducted.
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The less studied phenomenon of crossing was of special interest in this study, though
it was not the only type of variety switching examined. Rampton (2011) in his follow
up study of 2008-2009 found that crossing was also present in speakers who had
passed adolescence and proposed that crossing was in fact a new type of urban
vernacular. To say whether there is support for his position focus should be put into
documenting crossing on a wider scale. This research could be conducted especially
focusing on crossing (rather than variety switching as was done here). It would be of
interest to conduct in-depth interviews with speakers who exhibit crossing or to do a
proper ethnographic study into the everyday linguistic environment of a multi-variety
contact society. This would enable research to uncover what the specific practices of
switching are in these types of communities instead of gathering a more general
overview.
The meanings attached to variety switching, but especially crossing is inherently tied
to the local community it is found in, as local exposure is one of the biggest
influencing factors for crossing to happen. The influence of the local context is
supported in Rampton’s (2011) finding that there is variation among communities in
their use of crossing; however this study has also shown that there are patterns of use
that can be identified between different communities that share a multi-variety base,
though the specific meanings of varieties are indeed local in nature. Further research
would help in identifying these patterns.
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Appendix

Appendix 1
Transcription of video material
A: Persona 1 B: Persona 2
CLIP 1 (02:26 – 3:40)
[LAUGHTER]
Russell Kane: “And like any one of you who have been in a gallery or a posh tea party, it
was just a bit too nice and I thought I’m gonna have to spoil it on purpose”
[LAUGHTER]
“I couldn’t help it”
“It’s a very British impulse, isn’t it”
“The scream that’s surpressed”
“Have you never had that like if you’re at a wedding and someone goes”
“It’s the cake, we had it flown in from Italy, the bride’s been crying with happiness, it’s so
lovely”
“Wouldn’t a part of you like to go”
“PRICKS, I’m sorry I didn’t mean to do it”
[LAUGHTER]
“I just gave in, right”
[LAUGHTER]
“Anyway, I’ll tell you what happened and I’m not proud of it”
“And by the way, I know some comedians can work with subject quotes and make them
funny, I’m not like that, I’m really boring and vanilla so I’m not proud of what I said”
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“But I went on and they were like”
Persona 2: “Whoo you can’t possibly fail”
Persona 1: “You must have felt that way just like I’m gonna spoil it”
“And I didn’t say hello, didn’t establish myself, didn’t say: Hi! I’m Russell”
“I just pointed at a guy, sat on his own minding his own business, lovely New Yorker with a
beard, went”
“Good Evening, you look like a pedophile”
[LAUGHTER]
“It just came out of my mouth”
[LAUGHTER]
“Just came out”
“I’ve never lost a room so quickly”
Persona 2: “OMG is that funny where you come from to call someone a sex offender”
“Is that amusing to you”
[LAUGHTER]
“Is that irony, because we don’t need Monty Python if it is buddy”
[LAUGHTER]
“Get Biff, Get Scooter we’re leaving”
[LAUGHTER]

CLIP 2 (5:41 – 7:00)
Jerry Rocha: “I don’t know how it is in other states but in Texas”
“Every Mexican family we all have that one racist white uncle”
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“That dude that hates Mexicans but he married one anyway”
[LAUGHTER]
“Didn’t realize how fertile and you know shit they are so he’s … eight kids in he’s like”
“How the hell dos that … “
[LAUGHTER]
“Every Christmas you can’t hear him but you read his - you know what he’s thinking”
“He’s just sitting there by the tree he’s got that look like”
“I can’t stand these Mexicans running round”
[LAUGHTER]
“Messing up the words to jingle bells”
[LAUGHTER]
“Singing Silent Night in their own BUU**** language”
“But these tamales are pretty good”
[LAUGHTER]
“Like that’s why he’s there – the food, the food”
[LAUGHTER]
“My Uncle is so racist, you tell him a racist joke, he doesn’t even laugh”
“He’s like: I know!”
[LAUGHTER]
“I know! That’s what I keep trying to warn everybody about”
[LAUGHTER]
“You’re preaching to the choir up here”
[LAUGHTER]
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“It’s like - Calm down”

CLIP 3 (9:00 – 10:30)
Trevor Noah: “And with the whole Gupta thing, did you see that story“
“The Guptas, one of the most famous families, who apparently own the whole of South
Africa, just own everything - including the Zumer family”
[LAUGHTER]
“And basically what came out was they said”
“They said yes this family runs the Zumers, they run them.”
“In fact when President Zumer became President Zumer they summoned him, the Guptas
summoned him to their residential abode and they paraded him in front of their friends and
family - paraded him.”
[LAUGHTER]
“That’s what the DA said parad- I think they’re pushing it like, it wasn’t paraded, it wasn’t
summoned, he was probably invited”
[LAUGHTER]
“He wasn’t summoned, you know”
“It wasn’t paraded because when they say paraded like - I’m sure it was their meet and greet:
oh, new president, we rich - you president, how you doing, how you doing, here’s some
money”
[LAUGHTER]
“It’s all cool, you know we understand, but it wasn’t like paraded, because when you think
of paraded it makes it seem like that Indian family was sitting there, the whole Guptas - there
they were and they were like
Persona 2: “everybody sit down he’s coming, he’s coming – “
[LAUGHTER]
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“Sit down, sit down – [LAUGHTER] sit down buddy, sit down, sit down [LAUGHTER] - we
got we got the Zumer man he’s coming, yeah he’s coming –
[LAUGHTER]
“Yes he’ll do the dance, he’ll do the dance, sit there, sit there - have you got the popcorn,
you got the popcorn”
[LAUGHTER]
“Okay everybody down, dim the lights hes coming, dim the lights, dim the lights, dim the
lights”
[LAUGHTER]
“He’s at the door, start the musiiiic”
[LAUGHTER]
[MUSIC]
“JACOB ZUMER!”
[LAUGHTER]
[MUSIC]
“It wasn’t paraded heh heh”
[LAUGHTER]
“He was invited”

CLIP 4 (12:30 – 13:45)
[CLAPPING AND LAUGHTER]
Dave Chappelle: “Now I was hanging out with a friend of mine he was a white guy you
know we were just hanging out and we were lost in the city and you know we were smoking
a joint”
“And now I don’t know if it was a coincidence that we were lost and high and shit but”
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[LAUGHTER]
“My white buddy he was smoking a joint and h-“
[PANTING]
“Dave Dave, it’s the god damn cops”
[LAUGHTER]
[SMOKING]
[LAUGHTER]
“I’m gonna ask ‘em for directions”
“I said”
“CHIP NO, Chip DON’T DO IT”
“It was too late, he was walking over there, this man was high as shit”
“‘Scuse me, ‘Scuse me SIR” – “touching him and shit” – “scuuuuse meee”
“I need some information – uh”
“Started confessing things you shouldn’t confess”
“I’m a little high”
[LAUGHTER]
“All I wanna know - which way is third street”
“The cop was like hey take it easy … You’re on third street”

CLIP 5 (15:45 – 17:14)
[CLAPPING]
Michael McIntyre: “I don’t think, seriously - umm there is anyone more patriotic - in the
world, than the Scots, you are tremendously patriotic”
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[WHOOPING AND CLAPPING] “Would you agree with that”
“Nobody loves Scotland like you, really”
[LAUGHTER]
“Umm… it’s unbelievable”
“I love how you take things that aren’t Scottish and make them Scottish”
[LAUGHTER]
“Like the egg for example”
“Now we all know what eggs are some of you may have had eggs today I had eggs this
morning”
“You’ve taken the egg, you’ve put a bit of bread crumbs on it – that’s a scots egg”
[LAUGHTER]
Persona 2: “That’s our egg eh”
“We don’t need your English boiled eggs”
[LAUGHTER]
“We’ve got egg and bread in a handy testicle shaped snack eh”
[LAUGHTER]
“What’s that you’ve got there, TAPE?”
“Put some tartar packaging on that tape”
[LAUGHTER]
“That’s SCOTS tape that’s our tape that’s the best tape none of your cello bullshit tape eh”
[LAUGHTER]
“Every morning I wake up, my braveheart alarm clock: FREEDOM! That’s me up eh”
[LAUGHTER]
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“With a couple of Scots eggs, juggle them for a bit mhh”
[LAUGHTER]
“Play some hopscotch why not”
[LAUGHTER]
“Dip ‘em in butterscotch, read the Scotsman, have a glass of scotch, get on the flying scots
man, head down to London and tell ‘em all to piss off”
[LAUGHTER]

CLIP 6 (19:14 – 20:08)
[LAUGHING]
Peter Russell: “And I remember that night you know, my dad had all the neighbors over, and
he was standing behind the grill looking so proud, and I walk back there in the backyard and
he goes”
“Huh son huh”
[LAUGHTER]
“Do I look Canadian?”
[LAUGHTER]
“I go you look like an Indian guy in Canada ha huh”
[LAUGHTER]
“But is everybody having a nice time?”
“Everyone seems to be having a nice time”
“Then why do you keep on staring at me?”
[LAUGHTER]
“Well the rice keeps falling through the grill”
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[LAUGHTER]
“This is a stupid method for cooking”
[LAUGHTER]
“Show me how to do this” [LAUGHTER] – “show” [LAUGHTER] – “shooow”
[LAUGHTER]

CLIP 7 (22:08 – 23:47)
[LAUGHING]
Trevor Noah: “‘Cuz you look at how, you look at how, all over the world especially in first
world countries they’ve developed specialized task forces, police unit that aren’t governed
by politics, you know.”
“Like in America they’ve got the FBI, the Federal Bureau of Investigations, they’re the top
dogs, above the police. You know in England they’ve got Scotland Yard, they specialize and in South Africa we had the Scorpions. They were doing a great job, they were
commended, (nefer in center ??), catching criminals, 99 percent success rate, even the ANC
came out and said “you are doing a great job great job, we love it, it’s wonderful,
wonderful”.”
“Then the Scorpions went after Zumer and they were like “okay, just tu(r)n it off now,
just…”.” [LAUGHTER]
“No its fine just [LAUGHTER], no you are doing a good job, good job, [LAUGHTER] but
now maybe you can do a good job outside yeah [LAUGHTER] – nononono yeah just yeah
just-in-is-fine, just go-there leave this coulns-save us-fine-don’t [LAUGHTER] don’t touch,
thas yea”.”
[LAUGHTER]
“And they proceeded to disband the Scorpions. We had a hoohaa for about a month –
waaaaa- and then we forgot and now recently it’s come out in court, come out in the
constitutional court, they said that what the ANC did was illegal, it was unconstitutional to
end the Scorpions.”
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“What was the ANC’s reply – they said “this is illegal” and the ANC said – “ooooohh …””
[LAUGHTER]
“Yeash illegal is bad ‘nah?”
[LAUGHTER]
“Yeahh..”
“And the judge said you’ve got eighteen months to reinstate the Scorpions and remedy the
situation”
“They said eighteen months … mumbling … I won be here… eighteen…. [LAUGHTER]
mumbling …”
“Yeah okay it’s fine”
[LAUGHTER]

CLIP 8 (25:47 – 27:09)
Gabriel Iglesias: “Indian people in the United States are the hardest working people I have
ever seen – and that’s coming from a Mexican okay”
[LAUGHTER]
“And I’ll tell you why I say this, you will never see an Indian person with a sign that says
will work for food in the United States, and you will never see an Indian person committing
a crazy crime”
“Like when was the last time you heard of Indians robbing a bank … everybody “uhh I can’t
remember bro”.”
[LAUGHTER]
“‘Cuz it doesn’t happen, first of all Indian people are so nice, and they’re so sweet.”
“I can‘t see it, you know you’re gonna rob a bank you need authority, you need to come in
there guns blazing “I SAID GET YOUR ASS ON THE GROUND NOW”.”
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“I can’t imagine”
“Would you please take the money”
[LAUGHTER]
“Why are you laughing?”
[LAUGHTER]
“I am talking to you”
[LAUGHTER]
“Forget this I’m out of here, I don’t need this”
[LAUGHTER]
“He gets in the car, his partner is waiting for him”
“Did you get the money”
[LAUGHTER]
“They would not give me the money”
[LAUGHTER]
“Did you show them the gun?”
“I showed them the gun”
[LAUGHTER]
“We better leave, they’re going to call the police”
“They’re still laughing”
[LAUGHTER]
“Why did you get the computer?”
“They thought I was tech support”
[LAUGHTER]
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Appendix 2
Thesis response test + instructions
Instructions:
“Hello, my name is Milla and I am studying at the University of Helsinki. I was
granted the permission to join you here today, thank you Mrs. X. I’m doing some
research in effects that are used in standup comedy and how people react to different
types comedy. In this vein I am going to say beforehand that some of the topics in
the clips may be a little coarse, but please disregard that and focus on the characters
that are presented to you.
Your task is simply to watch the presented clips and give your gut reaction to the
performance. If you want to know more about this project we can discuss it after the
viewing. These are the more detailed instructions:
 Firstly please answer the background questions quickly. For native tongue
you can put more than one if you feel it is necessary. For accent please write
what type of accent you broadly speaking use when speaking English, eg
Finnish speakers can put “Finnish”.
 Secondly we are going to watch one test clip and then eight actual clips of
comedy where each comedian does an impersonation of someone. Your task
is to rate both the comedian’s original character and the new character on the
attributes you see listed on your papers. You will only have two minutes of
answering time per clip so please be quick. The rating goes from 1 to 5 with 1
being “I don’t feel that this attribute describes the character”, 2 being “this
does not really describe the character”. On the opposite end of the scale 5
would be that “this attribute describes the character” 4 would be that “this
attribute pretty much describes the character” and three is in between.
 The other part of answering the test is to describe yourself the personas
presented to you. You can also write this in Finnish if you come up with a
better word in Finnish instead, just write whatever comes to mind.
 To help everyone identify the two characters you will see a 1 and a 2 in the
upper right corner the first time that each character speaks. Some of the
comedians switch multiple times, but the personas should be quite easy to
identify, so they are only labeled the first time.
 At the end of your answering time there will be a notice that there is 10
seconds remaining. Some of the clips begin quite suddenly, so at this point
prepare to start listening, but its fine if you miss the first few seconds, you
will still catch on so don’t panic, keep listening. At the very end of the test
there are some quick questions to answer as well, but these are pretty
straightforward.
 Let’s watch the test clip now so you get an idea of what we are doing and
then if you have any questions, you can ask then.
After test clip: “Could everyone hear the clip okay?”, “Do you have any questions or
concerns?” “Okay let’s get started”.
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After the response test I explained that I my study is located within sociolinguistics
and that I was interested in a linguistic feature that we had been watching in these
comedy clips. I mentioned that I had been in an international school myself and
expressed familiarity with switching. Next I showed the final questions on the screen
and asked participants to consider the answers. I also expressed that I was interested
in anything they had to say about the topic and that if they wanted to, they could
write as much as they wanted, even using the back of the paper if they wanted to.
After collecting the papers I also allowed participants to ask me anything they
wanted to know about the study and openly discussed the study of linguistics with
any interested parties. I also gave the participants my contact information and urged
them to contact me if they had any questions or concerns regarding the study,
sociolinguistics in general or standup comedy.
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Background questions:
Native tongue:

_

Own accent background:

_

Gender:

_

Response test:
Test clip:

This clip is a practice run for the actual test.

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 1:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 2:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:

_

_

_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 3:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 4:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 5:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 6:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 7:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Clip 8:

Persona 1
Rate the first part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_

Persona 2
Rate the second part of the video clip from 1-5 with 1 being “does not describe this
character well” and 5 being “describes this character well”.
Attributes

1-5

Relatable
Articulate
Likeable
Respected
Intelligent
Kind

Describe this character in a few words:
_

_
_
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Final question:

Practical matters:

Were the clips easy to listen to?
_

Could you hear all of the clips?

_

Could you understand all of the material?

_

